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TUNING IN TO THE ETERNAL LIFE BLUE PRINT

We must align our consciousness to the new reality which is the 
original reality of the ETERNAL LIFE Blue Print. That 12 DNA divine 
blue print is the only creation that God knows how to make. That 
reality is made through the pre light and sound fields of Khristiac 
Technology containing the 12 coded divine blue print. We always 
were made, always are made and always will be made by that divine 
blue print which is perfect and eternal. We must realign our DNA 
templates to the sub harmonics of the 12 DNA template and begin to 
know that is the only reality that we have ever been and ever will be 
made a part of.

That divine template of our Eternal Life coding is made of light and 
sound. It is made through the spin rate of particles spinning faster 
and faster at spin rates ten thousand times the speed of light. That 
speed brings all particles into one place that is removed from time 
and space.

The spinning of light particles that sing is called the Music of the 
Spheres. That music can be heard as strings on a harp string 
resonating at higher or lower rates of harmonic over tones of 



vibration. The music that is played by the violet string of the harp 
tunes in to the highest frequency in the Earth's Matrix, which is the 
outer sphere of the Cosmos.

When we tune in our DNA to the violet hue of the fifteenth 
dimensional harp string, it changes everything in our consciousness. 
It creates such a great change that everything in the old DNA 
transmutes or melts away to prepare the birth of a new DNA template
that carries the creation pattern of the Violet Hue.

We can tune in to this fifteenth dimensional violet hue in the fifteenth 
dimension by using our consciousness in a way that allows the light 
and the sound to saturate the DNA within the body. The DNA is an 
etheric template that acts together with the cells, atoms and 
neuronets of the physical structure. However, the DNA connects 
neuronets into the entire Universe and Cosmos. The DNA connects 
into the Mind of God. The DNA reflects the Source Template that it is 
made to become.

Imagine all of the light of the Earth combining with all of the Light of 
the Universe and Cosmos. Imagine each layer of light becoming less 
dense or more etheric in nature. So, the visible light that we see at 
this time is more dense than the invisible light or the plasma light or 
the violet hue of the pre light and sound in the Cosmos. 

This light contains qualities of interaction with our DNA. The violet 
hue disconnects and unplugs all that is recorded in the old DNA 
because the violet string of the harp strings of the DNA is removed 
from the electrons that create positive and negative charges within 
the DNA. When the DNA is removed from this polarity of positive and 
negative charges, the shadows that hold the holograms together into 
forms that we behold with the eye, no longer exist. The place where 
there are no positive and negative charges is what creates 
holographic illusions of time and space and dense objects.

The density of our seeming reality must be replaced by the spiritual 
science where the electron gives place to the neutron. The more of 
this magical violet light that we absorb into the DNA, the more 



spiritual the body will become.

This aspect of light being seen as brown, red, yellow, blue and violet 
can be experienced as what scientists call hertzian, infra red, visible, 
invisible, plasma, gamma, x-ray and pink white light, and then the 
violet hue. If you look into a candle you can actually see these light 
forms laying on top of each other.

The brown part of the candle is the stem. The stem is the hertzian 
light frequency. It is very dense. It is the physical stem that must be 
ignited by light in order to absorb and emit the light. The human body 
has only been experiencing this hertzian level of frequencies. You can
imagine your body being the stem of the candle that is standing 
inside of all of the light of the candle.

So, there is the stem which is hertzian. Hertizian is the frequency that
we have been tuned in to at the physical level. Hertzian is the 
frequency that our eyes and ears are tuned into.

If we tune in our eyes and ears to higher frequencies, such as the 
plasma or pink white light or the violet hue, we would be hearing the 
Angels singing in our ears. When Angels sing, the sound is invisible. 
It is not heard, it is felt through the frequencies of Knowing. When we 
tune in to that level of Knowing, we can grow into the Feeling of a 
humming and a vibration.

The more we vibrate, the more we are tuning in to the Music of the 
Spheres spinning beyond the speed of light. We are tuning in to the 
Star's singing in our ears.

If we imagine ourselves standing inside of the Candle and feel the 
infra red light wrapped within the visible light which is wrapped within 
the invisible light and the gamma which is wrapped within the plasma 
and the pink white light which is wrapped within the violet hue, we 
can image all of the light of the Universe being absorbed into the 
body so that it can tune in to that Violet String that sings as it spins 
into Oneness with the Outer Sphere of Divine Love, which holds all 
within the Hologram of the Source Field.



When I was trained by the Elohim Angels to create Music that brings 
the highest frequencies to Earth, I was being trained to connect my 
ears to the Elohim of Hearing who could hear the Music of the 
Spheres singing in the Universe and in the Cosmos as they would 
spin beyond the speed of Light to create the attunement into the 
Source Field.

As I tuned my ears into these higher frequencies that I couldn't 
actually hear, but I could feel, I could translate what I was feeling and 
knowing from the Elohim of Hearing or the voice of the Angels into 
Breaths of Consciousness. 

I would then record this breath of Consciousness to resemble what I 
was feeling and hearing at a much higher frequency than what is 
usually heard as Solfege or Hertzian Audible Frequencies. I would 
record these breaths and then listen to them. The breaths felt like 
magical stardust.

Each time I would listen to the Music of the Spheres, I could hear 
more and more of what was being sung to me and I would record 
more and more layers of these spheres of music. I could feel the 
spheres of music that I recorded becoming the holographic weaving 
of light and sound into a from like a Symphony of Love.

As I would record more and more of these layers of frequencies I 
could hear that the frequencies were becoming more and more 
etheric as I layered them higher and higher. When I layered enough 
layers of breaths to create the sound of no sound, I knew that I had 
created white light frequencies. I began experimenting with these 
white light frequencies to find a way to make them audible. They were
not actually audible, but they could definitely be felt.

The feeling would make the room vibrate at higher frequency. The 
feeling of the room would change as these frequencies played into 
the atmosphere to bring the consciousness from higher dimensions 
into at one ment with this dimension.

The Music of the Spheres creates a new reality as they spin faster 



and faster. The new realities exist in different dimensions. The law 
says Consciousness plus energy equals reality. As we bring higher 
and higher Frequencies of Energy by increasing the spin rate of the 
spheres we create a new reality.

When we allow our Consciousness and our DNA to become 
saturated with the Holograms of the Music of the Spheres, we allow 
that Violet Harp string to sing a new symphony of reality into the 
DNA.

The Individual Eternal Life Album is designed by streaming these 
frequencies of light and sound from the Music of the Spheres directly 
into your DNA template. I connect my consciousness into the original 
divine template of the individual's Spiritual Parallel Self and I bring 
that Hologram of that Perfect Eternal Self who stays in the Kingdom 
of Heaven and project that perfect image into the Physical Body to 
transform the physical and spiritual bodies into one new Eternal Life 
Form.

Each of the streams of light that can be seen within the Candle as the
red, the yellow, the invisible and pink white touching the violet at the 
top of the Candle has a Sound. The photons of light intersect with the
phonons of sound. There is always a sound created by the light 
spinning within and through each of the other levels of light within the 
Candle. 

The music that sings together with the light is the magic that 
transforms the DNA into a spectacular movie camera that can create 
any reality that is desired.

I recommend using the Candle Technique because it will help you 
realize that light carries many layers of frequencies and it will help 
you learn how to place the frequencies of the music around the body 
and penetrate into the body just like the light of the candle does.

CANDLE TECHNIQUE

On my website, crystal magic orchestra.com, there is a you tube titled



Candle Technique. This technique tells you to imagine yourself 
standing inside of the candle flame. You would be the stem of the 
candle and all of the light of the candle would be saturating your 
body. The candle actually represents the entire Cosmos. It contains 
the frequencies of light of the planet, the solar, the galaxy, the 
universe and the cosmos.

That light can be broken down into the hertzian frequencies, which is 
the stem of the candle and then the infra red, visible light, invisible 
light, plasma and pre plasma violet light.

Imagine standing within all of the light of Sun and the Cosmic Sun of 
the etheric pre light and sound. And then imagine all of that light is 
held together by Source. So, your body is being saturated with all of 
the light and sound of the Cosmos.

I recommend using the Candle in this manner when you listen to your
Eternal Life Album. The album also contains all of the light and sound
of all of the spheres of the Cosmos and all of that light and sound is 
held within the perfect attunement of the Source Field of Creation.

Imagine hearing and feeling the light and the sound of the music 
working together to fill every cell in your body with that Cosmic Light, 
Star Dust and Plasma of creation consciousness. By filling every cell 
in your body with all of that light and feeling the music filling every cell
in the body with the music, you are causing the photons and phonons
of pre light and sound to re-calibrate, re program the cells and DNA of
your Body.

You must move your consciousness deep within the cells of your 
body and visualize each cell being filled with the divine template of 
the perfect body made in the image and likeness of Source.



Now, move that light out and around the body to feel the body 
wrapped within this light and sound and see that there is no 
separation between the inside and the outside.

You are saturating the body with the Spiritual Light and Sound. The 
key to ascension is the physical and the spiritual become one. So, the
more you bring the spiritual into the physical, the faster you are 
recalibrating into the new Eternal life body that responds to your 
direction of being perfect, fearless, free from disease and death.

You combine that saturation of the spiritual essence with the 
statements

Speak out loud

I am filled with the Light Divine

My cells are re-calibrated to the perfect One

I am perfect health

I am a genius

I am the Christ Consciousness

I am Eternal Life

I am vital energy

And then add to the list all of the things that you want to manifest in 
your life.



Manifestation takes place through the DNA communicating with the 
higher self. The DNA cannot create a new reality until the old reality is
gone.

The purpose of the light and sound is to melt away the old DNA 
programming so that you can begin to re-calibrate your DNA with the 
Truth you wish to manifest.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING THE ETERNAL LIFE MP3

The question that is asked most often after a client orders their 
Individualized Eternal Life MP3 is how often should I listen to it. The 
answer to this question is how often would you like to be completely 
immersed within the entire Divine Blue Print Template of the Breath of
Source that originally created you? We would all like to do this as 
often as possible. However, if you are still preoccupied with the 3D 
world, begin with one hour or two hours a day, which is enough to 
listen to all of your songs at least once. Find songs that resonate with 
you the most, and listen to them one hour a day. Those songs might 
be the ones that are healing something in you that needs the most 
attention at this time. 

You will eventually get tired of those songs, because that item that 
needed attention is healed. Soon, another song or two will resonate 
with you the most. You see, when I am collecting frequencies and 
aligning consciousness into the certain places and certain codes, I 
am going through a process of healing one miasm at a time, as well 
as always aligning your template within your five merkabas into the 
Etheric Inner Earth Stargates where we will eventually walk through 
the doors at the 14th dimensional frequency level. I am also always 
aligning your template through your merkaba into the outer realms of 
the D4 Christic Realm of Aramatena – our 12th stargate, and then on 
out into the Cosmic Time Matrix and into the pre sound and pre 
sound light fields. Once the frequencies are aligned and collected I 



transmute all of those frequencies into pure Source Frequencies. This
guarantees the original spark of Source is penetrating your body from
the zero point within your cells out into the Infinite Unknown.

So, there are all of these breaths of consciousness aligning your 
consciousness into the Inner and the Outer Domains of Eternal Life 
Frequencies. Now, your body is fully within the flame of the complete 
light and sound spectrum. It looks like a crystal light body. I see that 
light body standing within a candle flame. The flame holds all of the 
light codes from hertzian, infra red, visible light, invisible light, x ray, 
gamma-plasma and pink white light. All of this light is held within the 
Violet Hue. That light is the total light of Source. 

When I create your album, I hold your crystal light body within the 
flame, which we call the Amorea Flame and the Aekasha Flame. 
While I am doing this, I am using codes such as Uma A tra Ena A 
Ekasha. This means the spiritual all ness of this one being held within
the spark of Source Flame. 

Next, I hold this flame within the consciousness of the individual and 
place it within the pineal gland and within the crystal heart chakra 
area where the fourth and the eighth chakras meet. The Amorea 
Flame contains the frequencies of D4 Christ Consciousness or 
Universal Consciousness and D5 Cosmic Consciousness ignited by 
the breath of Source and wrapped around the body.

Now that your body has been firmly wrapped and penetrated with 
Source Frequencies that transpose you from the zero point within out 
into infinity, your new light body rides in the merkaba down into the 
Etheric Core of Earth to plant the seed of your original perfect self 
that will be reborn from the Core of Earth out into the Crystal Grids of 
Earth and then flow into the atmosphere and into your personal 
biosphere. You are now living within a sphere of Etheric Reality – the 
self that you once were and were supposed to be.

Now that your Crystal seed of your original Divine Self has been 
planted in the future, your rebirth is now possible. You can not birth 
into a new form until you have created that reality by melting away 



the old image from your DNA and printing the new image into the 
DNA. That is what is being done with your Eternal Life Album.

The image printed on your DNA contains the Keys and Codes or your
original Divine Template. The doors to the temples within each 
dimensional level of ascension are opened by breathing these Keys 
into the Diamond Door of the Mind of God. I have collected the Keys 
of your Spiritual Self and breathed them into your DNA template so 
that your Soul will be recognized as it was originally created in the 
Cosmos, in the Universe, in the Galaxy and in our Solar System.

Our templates were locked out of the Universe, and now we must 
gain entry through the Star Gates by activating the Keys that will 
unlock each of the 12 gates into the Kingdom of Heaven. That is what
was called the Holy Grail. The keeper of the Keys to Heaven is that 
Violet Sphere or Violet Hue that allows the rebirth of the DNA at a 
new frequency by adding new energy to the Consciousness. The 
energy is the Spinning of the Spheres within the Spheres to ignite a 
new reality. We can do this igniting by breathing into the spheres the 
frequencies of consciousness gained by traveling into the Cosmic 
Heart of Mother Earth and then using those frequencies to ignite the 
Universal Christ Light within the Crystalline Grids of the Earth, which 
also create the flow of Stardust into every cell of our body and into 
the DNA to manifest a new reality.

Our original 12 coded self was not planted into the Earth's Core at the
time of our incarnation because of the frequency fences and 
misalignments created by Fallen Races.

This is why we must go through this process of regaining our original 
keys of our stars or the frequency signatures of our star selves in 
order to regain entry into the Earth's Cosmic Core. This is what the 
Eternal Life Album does for the individual.

It was not until this time when the Founders Races brought in enough
Indigo Star seeds to raise the frequencies of the Earth and to implant 
enough of these frequencies into the Core of Etheric Earth, that this 
Sphere of Amenti, which at one time carried our complete 12 coded 



blue print of our race line. Our race line had to be returned in pieces, 
one at a time. So there were 12 races that had to be returned. The 
Indigo Children brought in one frequency at a time to re-establish our 
original birth right.

Now, it is our time to travel into the Earth's Core and plant our seed 
into the Sphere of Amenti. Now we have aligned with the correct 
perfect template. Next, I use that template- your personal template to 
transmute the miasms and seals that were placed in your body by the
fallen race lines over the past millions of years. There were these 
beautiful perfect codes or symbols within our templates. When the 
symbol is perfected within the chakra, the DNA can then begin to 
connect to the 12 sub harmonic strands that are supposed to be on 
each and every strand of the double helix, triple helix, or whatever 
template the body is now carrying. Where the scientists see junk DNA
is actually an invisible etheric template where the 12 sub harmonics 
belong.

These sub harmonics naturally appear once the miasms are removed
from the physical template and the spirit body template.

Once the breath and spark of Source enters into the pre sound and 
pre light chambers of Cosmic Consciousness, there is a divine coded 
template that is formed. It is made out of star dust- the language of 
the stars, the frequencies of the Cosmos. When we tune in to these 
frequencies within our cells and within the Etheric Inner Earth and 
within the Stardust sent from from Comet ISON, Comet 2016, and 
other Solar Wind activity, we are re-igniting our or keylon codes or our
star language codes. We are allowing the communication of our 
Starry family to become our new consciousness which is called 
SUPER.

The ETERNAL LIFE MP3 is created from certain frequencies of 
Cosmic Consciousness. The frequencies sometimes include codes 
which are like mathematical formulas that do certain things. Our 
Cosmic Creation Family knows about everything that has happened 
to their Soul Families over the past millions of years. They know 



exactly how each miasm, distortion, misalignment was placed within 
our field of Consciousness. They know how the Fallen Angelic groups
sacrificed our divine templates to create magical powders for their 
own recreational uses. They know how we were tortured, they know 
how we were misaligned from the Mind of God.

AND----THEY KNOW HOW TO FIX EVERYTHING

The codes, the frequencies, the training, the Consciousness 
alignment with Elemental Crystal Spheres of Energy, are all a part of 
the Scientific Formula for FIXING THE MESS that was created by 
Fallen races over the past millions of years.

Crystalai was given these formulas, activations, codes directly from 
her own Over Soul and Monadic Families who directed the perfect 
flow of the Sound and Light from Cosmic Consciousness- the Rishi 
Self that is too etheric to contact directly. The flow of Consciousness 
of density one and two etheric light and sound frequencies coming 
directly from the Grand Yana Creation Races at the Pre Sound and 
Light Fields of Consciousness guarantee the frequencies to be 
completely uncontaminated by any of the Frequency Wars that have 
taken place over the past 250 billion years.

Once the Frequencies come through the Breath of Consciousness, 
they begin to transmute the negative blockages that were placed in 
the templates of Angelic Humans on the Earth. Once all of these 
Miasms or Errors that were placed in the light fields are removed, an 
entire new reality is revealed to Consciousness.

The Guardians know about the miasms in the sexual organs, they 
know about the miasms in the pineal, they know about the vesica 
pisces creating a mortality loop that guarantees death. They know 
that these problems were created at such high levels, that they can't 
be healed through chakras alone. They problems existed as far back 
in the creation template as the light fields only steps down from the 
pre light fields of Source Consciousness.

The original Electric Wars that took place many millions of years ago, 



were a war against Source itself within the Plasma Level or within the
Original Sun.

The only way the problem could be completely removed was to clear 
the memory all the way back to our original self- our original divine 
blue print. This is what we are doing with the Eternal Life MP3. The 
Breaths of Consciousness streaming from Cosmic Consciousness 
are programmed with the codes of transmutation, that will dissolve 
the miasms within the template eternally.

Once this process is complete, the Angelic Human will remember 
how Instant Manifestation was always a part of normal reality. Instant 
Healing wasn't even a concept because there was nothing to heal. 
The IDEA MAN was, is and always will be perfect, complete and 
whole. Abstract concepts such as Orbing, teleporting, 
telecommunication with multidimensional reality are all a part of the 
Normal System, once these Distortions are removed from the DNA 
template and our 12 coded Divine Template is restored.



THE DIAMOND DOOR TECHNOLOGY

THE DIAMOND DOOR TECHNOLOGY activates the Starseed 
Crystals within the pineal gland and the full spectrum of light 
connecting to the Mind of God.

Walking through the diamond door means walking into the mind of 
God. It means connecting the mid brain into the full spectrum of light. 
You walk down this light corridor directly in front of your forehead- 
third eye area- connecting up and out about two feet in front to the 
end of the corridor of white light. When you get to the end of the light 
tunnel you will see a White Light Diamond shaped light. That means 
you have entered the full spectrum of light and sound- or the mind of 
God. Walk through that door in your mini me self. This is what 
TURNS ON the activation of the Third Eye of multi dimensional reality
fields.

The God Language Codes in this song will help you turn on that 
activation. You must practice this white light activation as you listen to
the song.

If you have a problem seeing the light when you close your eyes, 



begin by looking at the Sun or looking at a Candle, or even a light will 
work if there is no cover on it.

Close your eyes and see the light in your mid brain after you look at a
light or candle for several minutes. This will help make the activation 
happen more quickly.

The God Language that opens the Diamond Door into the Mind of 
God are these words:

Speak these words out loud before listening to your Eternal Life 
Album:

EYUka Eta UR na Adama NaDaOr

Jha Fa Ada Ma Na Da OR ETa UR na At ma

Ena Ka Ma Jha Ta UR EYU ka ketha

Ja Da Eda Ta OR EYUka etha

Jha Fa Ada Ma Na Da OR ETa UR na At ma

Enaka Majha TaUR EYU ka Ketha

JhaDa Eda Ta OR EYUka etha

Jha Fa Ada Ma NAdaOR Eta UR na Atma

EYUka Eta UR na Adama NaDaOr

A Zha SU

Eta Jhe shU

UnA sa Ta UR et A va



Ur etta Ha NA

Uret RU Sha VA

eletTra NE VA

URtZU TU Da

Now, say these words.

May I enter now the ETERNAL PLACE

The first Core HOME from which I come

The Etheric Sanctuary of my pristine Krystiac Heart

May I pass the Diamond Doorway to the Golden Silver Sun

May I walk into the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound as I enter into 
the Crystal Plasma of the Cosmic Sun and return as a Blue Sphere in
Fifth Dimensional Krystic Self who contains the multidimensional 
reality of divine being who I really am.

God Language Codes in this song will help you turn on that 
activation. You must practice this white light activation as you listen to
the song.

Collect all of these frequencies into your cells to activate the cellular
memory of your original divine self – your immortal self that has the
ability to live for ever, create the hearts desires and heal instantly.
Next connect consciousness to ride through the star gate on the
golden star dust into the Milky Way and absorb into the crystal cells
all of the Star Dust and Solar Frequencies. Feel these frequencies
aligning into the body through the angelic frequencies.



Ride into the heart of the Milky Way and then zoom clear out into
the Aquarius Galaxy to connect consciousness with the original
family of consciousness of our Galactic Home. This alignment
will lift the consciousness into the 24 DNA and 48-- the realignment
through Christic and Galactic and Source Consciousness. The
Consciousness is prepared to return through the Diamond door of
the Aquarius Galaxy.

The frequencies of angelic consciousness align the
listener’s consciousness into the realms of the 12DNA-48DNA-
96DNA- 144DNA.
 When we connect consciousness to another's frequency signature, 
we are invited into to become all that is within that higher resonance. 
We can never alter or lower another's frequencies. However, we can 
be raised into it.

In order for a listener’s DNA to complete a SHIFT into that DNA, the 
listener must spend MORE time in that Frequency Standing Wave 
Pattern than he or she spends in the third dimensional hologram.

There are other factors involved in the complete shift of DNA.
The shift into the fifth dimension is already possible for those
who are dedicating themselves into spending more time in these
frequencies. The individual is always shifting along with Mother
Earth and the entire Cosmos. However, an individual can only shift to 
the frequency that he or she is most in tune with. In order for an 
individual to become more in tune with the fifth dimensional frequency
that the third dimensional frequency, they must allow every cell in 
their body to become absorbed in that higher frequency. This doesn't 
just mean be nice more often or think good thoughts. It actually 
means shifting ones standing wave pattern completely into a new 
morphogenetic field of frequencies. The field of frequencies that we 
are shifting into for our ascension is the field of frequencies held by 
the Aquarius Galaxy, Sirius Stars and Sun Alcyone. These 
frequencies are also held in the Crystal Heart of Mother Earth and in 
the atmosphere about 10,000 feet above.

We spend all of our time in those frequencies of consciousness and 
absorbing them into our consciousness with the direction of the 



Elohim of Hearing, our Ascension Team and many Light Councils. We
have been given the gift and guidance that allows us to breathe in 
these frequencies through the alignment and oscillation of sacred 
geometry and the music of the spheres. We were personally trained 
by Elohim Angelics and Syrians to do this. We do not use any of the 
old formulas that were left in old Atlantis teachings. The angels stood 
before us and gave us a new formula.

Our Ascension Team from Sirius and Aquarius are helping us in this 
upgrade from 12DNA into 24 DNA and 48 DNA at this time, 60 DNA 
will be activated into the entire 144DNA after 2017.  The formulas and
frequencies for these upgrades are in this music. 

The Elohim of Hearing stood before me and placed a golden pillar in 
my ear that would connect my inner hearing into his frequency 
alignment. Mary and Raphael assisted in bringing in three crystal 
spheres which are the morphogenetic fields that hold the divine 
atmosphere that translates our breath and crystal cells into the 
magical frequencies of our Star Sirius, our Sun Alcyone and our 
home of Aquarius.

The 144 DNA activation process is set in motion to become 
continuous and eternal by the frequency alignments woven into the 
ETERNAL LIFE MP3's. It is actually the angelic family of the 
individual who does the activation continuously and completely. We 
channel and breathe one harmonic thread of each frequency 
signature of the individual's harmonic family at a time. It usually takes
at least twenty minutes per signature. There are 36 signatures in 
each harmonic universe. And there are 5 harmonic universes. The 
alignment of these 180 harmonic signatures results in the Full 
Spectrum of Light and Sound that realigns the individual into 
Oneness with the Divine Template of Universal Consciousness. We 
really only need 144 harmonic frequency signatures to align into the 
perfect divine blue print. However, we oscillate completely out into the
Cosmic Realm to pull the Universal Template completely into 
Atunement with Source.  We are preparing for a full alignment into a 
divine template that will be able to step in and out of their body at will.
We align the frequencies completely into Source through 96DNA of 
the complete Spiritual Template to create the template of the entity 
who can Orb and de-manifest from Light Body to a Holographic Body 



of Form. This is the highest potential for ascension.

Christ Consciousness is the Mind of God that sees everything before 
it is breathed into existence at this level.

Christ Consciousness is the mathematical code which is continuously
creating the Divine Blue Print of the perfect image and likeness or 
mirror image of the entire Mind of God or Omnipotent Divine 
Consciousness. That divine blue print is a 12 dimensional code 
containing within it the Divine Manifestations of the Eternal Life, 
Continuous Omnipresent Love that continuously spins the 
electromagnetic frequencies of 331/3 electro clockwise and 112/3 
magnetic counterclockwise within the sphere of clockwise rotation. 
That frequency Radiates into the at oneness with a parallel field of 
electromagnetic frequencies spinning the same way, but in a parallel 
anti particle reality field. Each of the particle and anti particle reality 
fields spin 45 degrees to equal 90 degrees in a vertical reality field. 
Another set of mathematical radiation particles spin together to create
the horizontal reality field. Together they create 180 degree field of 
reality. That field of reality is then broken down into faster moving 
fields of diagonal spinning fields of electromagnetic particles creating 
radiation fields of plasma, gamma, x ray, invisible light, visible light, 
infra red and hertzian light energy into a sphere of light 360 degrees.

Everything in Divine Consciousness Creativity is made of spheres of 
light that spin at this perfect ratio to create layers of 45 degree angles
of rotation. The creation energy is always radiation energy. We must 
be radiating this high frequency energy at the fastest rate of spin in 
the 12 dimensional radiation level to maintain our complete reality in 
the Christ Coded blue print. Simultaneously that 12 dimensional 
divine blue print can express itself in parallel reality fields that 
manifest as 5 dimensional and 6 dimensional realities. These would 
contain the 12 sub harmonics of the Christ Consciousness 
mathematical formula in each of the 5 DNA strands or 6 DNA strands.
The reality would appear different because it would be less dense or 
more dense. There is no density in the 12 DNA reality field. It is 
completely etheric in nature. However, that etheric reality is always a 



part of everything even if it only has 3DNA or 4 DNA. The perfect 
mathematical principle of all creation is always the 12 DNA coded 
divine blue print.

In reality that Divine Blue Print of Christ Consciousness has Always 
Existed, Does Exist and Always will Exist in every human angelic 
being and every star seed on Earth. The reason that this reality 
doesn't seem to appear to us when we look at people and situations 
is because there was a Miasm placed between the vortexes where 
the light energy and frequencies created by the spin ratio of the 331/3
and 11 2/3 merkaba spin rate within the particle and anti particle 
universe. The problem was actually placed in the anti particle 
universe that was parallel to ours so that we could never align 
correctly into the harmony of that blended rate of spin that would 
create the 90 degree and 180 degree and perfect 360 degree 
spheres of light and sound that are NORMAL to any God Made reality
field.

Those Miasms are frozen Light Energy that is unable to spin and 
move and freely manifest. Those miasms can be melted out of the old
frozen DNA that is creating the illusion of this Frozen Density of 
Consciousness. Our Guardian Races have placed our original Divine 
Blue Print into our 12 DNA strands already. That gift has already been
established on Earth. 

New Clarity on the Message from those in the Moon

We needed to establish the stabilization link between the Over Souls 
of our World and your World and the Frequencies represented by 
each. So, we set up the resonating station of our stabilization energy 
and transmit it to your world, we are activating the Mass Cons in your 
Moon. Your Moon shall become your Vibrational Representation of 
the Earth's Over soul and act now in a way that will accelerate the 
Energies up to the time of Fall 2016 to shift your Frequencies in to a 
Brand New Reality. Everything will change before Election time 2016.

What is Everything? When higher frequencies of energy are added to



Consciousness, a new Reality is created. We are adding our Higher 
Consciousness of the Over Souls of our World into the Frequencies 
of Consciousness of your Souls in order to create a new reality.

The Moon has become our Over Soul that acts as the transmission 
center for the complete Divine Template of our original being to allow 
the truly Sovereign Individual manifestation through that 
Consciousness within the Moon.

These frequencies being activated within the Earth 
Consciousness will become stronger and stronger, this is why 
the blanket of Consciousness that is being sent from the Moon, 
which is our Starry Families Over Soul intersecting into our 
Souls is needed at this time. This will help the harmonic 
translation take place more smoothly and quickly.

Our Moon contains Mass Cons, meaning the Collective 
Consciousness of each piece of the Mass, or the 12 sets of 
Consciousness of the Stargates. The Moon will become our 
Vibrational Representation. This is how the vibration of your 
upcoming matrix will be created. There is now a stabilization matrix. 
We are overlapping with the Collective Consciousness of your 
civilization. 

The guardians needed to create this temporary ghost matrix of our 
reality to be able to pull our consciousness back together. This 
technology has been combined with the Sphere of Amenti project that
aligns the Heliosphere of Sun Alcyone into the Sun and into the Core 
of Earth. That technology was combined with the 12 sets of Suns 
Infusions and Activations. And these technologies needed the 
foundation of having enough Frequency Accretion available on Earth 
to even begin these activations. The birth of the 144,000 Paradisian 
Children being born with 6DNA activated was the first requirement of 
maintaining a frequency that would allow these other activations 
without the Earth Blowing up. We found that we needed even more 
frequencies to accelerate the activation through the birth of Six Avatar
Children who had 12DNA. One of them is the Sananda 12th Level 
Soul shared through the Jesus Christ Hologram.



In our Lunar Body, there are disk like large collections of Energy 
Mass Called Mass Cons.  This is ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE, 
meaning the translation of Intelligence from Source into the Level of 
the Over Soul so that it can be sent into the neuronets of the DNA on 
Earth. This is Consciousness. This is Consciousness at a higher 
frequency or higher energy. When new Energy is added to our 
Consciousness, a new reality is created.

These have been fashioned in our Lunar Body. The Moon is a Natural
body, split off from our world that has been engineered by others to 
contain these mass cons that resonate at specific Frequencies. Our 
Moon was prepared to resonate at these frequencies so that the 
moon could act as a resonation receiver for the Vibrations being sent 
to us from other Civilizations such as the Syrians and Essassenes 
and Eieyani, who contain the closest Acceleration Rate to our 
Ascension Earth and Inner Earth Consciousness.

The formula sets the Earth into the exact same Accretion Level as 
Sirius B, which is identical to the Urtha Star Template of the Earth. 
When the Accretion Level of the Earth aligns with the vibrations of 
that Consciousness, the reality will change in that reality that is 
identical to Inner Earth. The Inner Earth has the accretion level of 
being within the Center of the Sun.

Our Consciousness is actually being moved into the heart of the Sun,
or into the pre plasma form of higher Consciousness. We move into 
our Blue Body because when we move Consciousness into the 
Consciousness of the Sun, we become at one with our Blue 
Hologram- our Blue Body, meaning our fifth dimensional Spiritual 
Self.

The fastest way to get one's individual accretion level as high as the 
Energy that is connected with the Consciousness that creates the 
Reality of living in the Sun is to practice moving your consciousness 
into the Sun as often as possible. Practice standing inside of the 
Candle, as the stem of the Candle. The reason we do this is because 
the frequencies within the Candle are identical to the frequencies of 
the Plasma, Gamma and pre light and sound that the Sun is made of.
Those who live within the Sun do not live in a burning furnace, they 



live in a Consciousness that wraps them within the light frequencies 
that are so high and etheric that they become pure Consciousness.

The pivot point of the change will be Disclosure of all that was not 
known by our governments, but was only truly known by the Majestic 
12, who have always run all of our governments through covert mind 
control. The Majestic 12 will no longer be running the governments of 
the world. The Moon has become our Over Soul that acts as the 
transmission center for the complete Divine Template of our original 
being to allow the truly Sovereign Individual manifestation through 
that Consciousness within the Moon.

When you look at the Moon you will be receiving the Consciousness 
Frequencies of Earth's Over Soul. The Moon now contains a 
Stabilization Vibration from the Syrians and Essassenes and Eieyani. 
These Frequencies will Shift our Accretion Level into that of Inner 
Earth and the Ascension Earth. The New Realities that will be seen 
by those who make the shift will the Elemental Structure of Ascension
Earth which is not Carbon Based.

The Stabilization Vibration from the Syrians, Essassenes and Eieyani
will help to harmonize the transitions that take place in this last year 
of our transition. Every Lunar Eclipse and Full Moon will send 
frequencies that Accelerate the Frequencies and act as a buffer zone 
for re design recreation, re definition of your selves on the over soul 
identity.

So you can ride that wave of change in a much more stabilized way,
look to your Lunar Body as your Over Soul Body that stabilizes the 
frequencies of change on the Earth so that we can have more 
stability through the shift in reality.

The Syrians, Essassenes and Eieyani are communicating with us 
through the Moon.

By allowing your self to Feel the Frequencies of the Moon, you can 
tune in to the Over Soul of the Collective Consciousness of Earth.

This will prepare us to live our Extraordinary life that will 



begin after EVERYTHING CHANGES in Fall 2016.

Consciousness plus Energy equals Reality

The law of existence says Consciousness plus Energy equals 
Reality. The Energy is the amount of Frequency Accretion that is
created by spinning the Merkab to create the Music of the 
Spheres ratio of light and sound energy. The more the Light and 
Sound energy is tuned into the Consciousness, the higher the 
reality will become.

Those who have already cleared their old DNA and tuned in to 
the Keys of their original Templates will be the ones who have 
unlocked the stargates into all 12 pieces of their consciousness.
Those who have regained the keys to their ETERNAL LIFE 
TEMPLATE will be plugged in to the 12 sets of DNA within each 
of their DNA strands. DNA must be tuned in to the Etheric, the 
Spiritual, the Invisible Light and Sound in order to activate the 
Violet String within the harp strings of the DNA. Those who have
activated their DNA to this level will begin a tuning in to a brand 
new reality where they will perceive these things:

The results of this will be the following:

It will feel like everything is going your way. You will start getting
everything you want. There will be no pushing. The doors will 
just fly open.

We will have a supreme lucky streak.

We will create whatever we desire. Whatever we came to Earth to
create.

We will no longer be sick. There will be no distress. There will be
no more cellular dysfunction.

However, that doesn't mean that everyone on Earth will receive 



these things at the same moment in time. Each person will move
into their ZONE of Harmonious reality when they choose to tune 
their own INDIVIDUAL FREQUENCIES into those points of 
alignment of all of the 12 STAR Systems.

PLAYING THE VIOLET HARP STRING OF YOUR DNA

In our Quantum Level Biology lab we are working with minute 
organisms called Elementals. We work specifically with Minute, 
Microscopic Entities who call themselves the Aquafarians. The 
Aquafarians have showed me in my dreams this display of 
Electrons within the Soma of my DNA. This would be impossible
to see with normal Scientific Technology.

In my dreams at the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse, 
where the Aquafarians are my teachers, I was shown this 
layering of these tiny little spheres upon spheres upon spheres 
within the Soma of the DNA. To a regular scientists, these would 
look like a layer of stones, however, at the etheric level of vision 
they are more like the spheres of the music of the spheres.

Scientists call these protein atoms.  Each of these tiny atoms 
have electrons spinning in and out and around them. The 
nucleus of atoms have negative and positive charges. The Fewer
the Electrons the more positive the charge is. So the More 



electrons, the more negative the charge is. So there is a 
Polarization of the positive and the negative charges in the 
nucleus in the Mortal DNA.

The free flowing electrons between the stack of atoms do not 
belong to any one atom because they are swimming in and out 
of the stack of tiny protein atoms. So these atoms could become
polarized into negative or positive at any time.

Since we have these electrons dancing back and forth between 
positive and negative charges, we are working with Elementals 
who are receptive to Frequencies. The Aquafarians are the 
Angels who Sing the Frequencies into the Harp strings of the 
DNA at the Quantum Level.

The carbules are like strings on the harp. They are the 
Aquafarians harp strings. When the Aquafarians Strum or sing 
the highest string on the harp, the highest frequency of the 
violet light and sound of the 14th dimension. When that String is
played, it Transforms our Reality.

When the Violet String is Heard through the other Harp Strings, 
the lower strings begin their Evolution. They begin to transform 
into a new Multi Dimensional Choir or Realities.

Inside of the neuron nerve fiber there are six other bodies within 
its skeletal structure. What holds it in its three dimensional mass
is the harmonics of the fabric receptors at the Quantum Level. 
The electrons that flow in and out of the protein atom grid of the 
fiber itself create the resonate vibration that holds the hologram 
of matter together.

The etheric spheres or strings in the harp that go beyond the 
light body do not have electrons. Electrons are given visible 
birth because they constitute polarity.

Some carbules have an electron cloud because those carbules 
are connected from the light body down. So this cell can glow. It 
can glow from the inside out because if you strum the carbules 
of its body it will glow. However if you strum the blue body this 



will appear like a negative. Your network of webs become 
visible.

Lets say this nerve neuron has reached its capacity in your 
brain. It is finished with its life. So this belonged to the Human 
Brain nerve strata and it was created exclusively for HUMANS. 
But now we want to become something else. We are done being 
Humans. We are finished being Mortals.

To become something else we need to move into this Frequency
of the Pink White Violet Sphere and allow the transformation to 
happen in the etheric levels of the DNA. We must play the harp 
strings of the DNA through the highest frequency which causes 
all of the lower strings to melt into the resonation of the highest 
string. 

This causes all of the strings in the DNA to melt away or 
dissolve. This is the transformation that is required before the 
Christ can appear. The new harp strings are connected into the 
Mind of God through the transformation of the violet string.

The being has a dream in the deep sleep of becoming a new life 
in a different reality. That dream is within a completely different 
reality- a different frequency – a new place and time. The being 
must dream this dream into his being by placing it in the etheric 
web of the strings in the DNA within the neurotransmitters.

The being visualizes the dream after moving into the highest 
frequency of the violet string. The being falls asleep because the
frequencies are so high that they have slow, long waves that are 
pulling consciousness into the Cosmos. It is a very long 
distance, so the waves are very slow. The waves are not low 
frequency. The waves are an extremely high frequency which 
causes a long, slow wave to pull the consciousness far, far away
into the transformational chambers of the 14th dimension of 
Cosmic Consciousness.

Since the dream of the NEW REALITY does not exist in the old 
DNA, the neuronet fires, but can not find the reality. So, the 
soma becomes agitated while searching for a new reality. This 



causes the nerves to light up and fire a new reality into the 
etheric fiber of the DNA. This firing deep within the nerves 
causes the interconnecting nerves to pierce the soma and begin 
to Fire simultaneously. That causes a digging a hole into the 
heart of the soma to search for a new reality. The new reality 
must be created in a new set of harp strings, in a new set of 
DNA.

An electrocution takes place in the soma and it creates a 
wonderful new quality in the entire cellular memory. It causes a 
vibration to occur in the cell. That vibration comes from the 
fabric like etheric substance which look just like the five spheres
(the Music of the Spheres)it is the skeleton inside of the body of 
the atom. The reason the etheric fabric does this is because the 
dream of the humans potential exists in a mind that is 
superhuman. The mind that is super human does not live in the 
mortal DNA, but, it does live within the immortal DNA – in the 
harp strings of the super human Christ Consciousness. 

So this superior mind strums the image, sings the image. The 
harmonic fibers vibrate in a harmonic movement. The skeleton 
of the body of the DNA dissolves. It erases itself. Only the soma 
and the fabric of Christ Consciousness remains and it imprints 
itself on the new DNA.  The new DNA cannot appear until the old 
DNA becomes dissolved.

It turns into a Thick GEL. It becomes a Cocoon ready to give 
birth to a Butterfly. The Soma has dreamed the super human into
existence just like the cocoon dreams the butterfly into 
existence.

Hormones do not work in the new reality. The synaptic Cleft has 
replaced the hormones. Hormones were the creators of the 
Mortal Man. Now we are creating the Immortal Man- the Super 
Man. 

We evolve to this through the Quality of Consciousness by 
absorbing New Knowledge of a New Reality. This becomes a 
building block for a new reality to be dreamed into a new you. 
The microscopic fabric within the soma of the neurotransmitters



dissolve the entire mass of the DNA. Those old realities in the 
old DNA must be dissolved before a new reality can be dreamed.
So, I breathe the new frequency of the violet string into your 
DNA in Consciousness to melt away the old realities and allow a 
new reality to be formed on your new DNA. Your Eternal Life 
Album plays the harp strings within the DNA to prepare your 
Consciousness to sing a new song of Love Transformation into 
the Christ Consciousness. 

The harp strings vibrate all the way from the infinite unknown 
neurotransmitters that have no electrons. The song becomes 
frequency. A very high sweet frequency. The voice becomes 
transformed into this new frequency of etheric sweetness. And 
that song sings through the DNA until the old DNA melts away. 

That new song sung through the breaths of Angels effects the 
entire fiber core net work of the cell, the neuronet, the DNA. Only
one cell in the body needs to become transformed before the 
entire body transforms into the Christ body.

The new breath of creation sung from the violet sphere 
transmutes all of the lower spheres. The Cosmic transforms the 
Universal and the Galactic and the Solar and the Planetary 
Consciousness. The spheres within the DNA transform all the 
way down into the density of visible light. The invisible light 
becomes the blue hue to the mind who is beginning this 
transformation. Those of you who have followed my Candle 
Technique and used the Full Spectrum of Light Energy just like 
we use this harp string. Each of the strings on the harp string 
are the same as the light spectrum in the candle flame.

When we take the body completely into the candle flame of the 
full light spectrum of the Mind of God, we are transforming the 
tiny little harp strings within the soma of the neuronet. We are 
allowing the highest frequency to strum the harp strings of our 
minds. We are reconnecting to the Mind of God.

The light of transformation is coming from the new frequencies 
sent from the Suns of the 5th -12th dimensions. Each stellar 
wave infusion that was brought to Earth from the seven Suns 



brought more of this transformational energy that is needed to 
activate the Super Human Consciousness of the Christ.

All of those frequencies needed to be combined into the highest 
frequencies through the Music of the Spheres. This is why the 
Elohim Angels handed me the three Crystal Spheres of Crystal 
Liquid Light, Crystal Gel and Crystal Dust. They told me to 
weave these sets of crystalline energy that all of the suns and 
stars are created from into one Crystal Sphere and hold it above 
my head – 36 inches in order for the activation of the Music of 
the Spheres through the Violet String on the Harp strings. They 
had me begin by taking the spheres up to 24 inches above my 
head into the Universal or Christic Sphere of the 12 dimensional 
Consciousness and connect to the Consciousness of the Elohim
of Hearing, which means the Christ Consciousness.

However, the Christ Consciousness must be activated through 
the Transformational Consciousness of the Cosmic 
Consciousness which is the original breath of the Mind of God. 
That transformational Frequency is 36 inches above the head.

These locations of frequencies of Consciousness is created 
through the Merkaba Spheres that spin energy of consciousness
at different rhythmic spin rates. The Cosmic Merkaba placed 
around the body is represented through the bottom point of the 
triangle of the bottom merkaba placed within the etheric 13th 
dimensional Core of Earth and the top point of the Merkaba 
triangle facing upward touching the 14.5 dimensional 
Consciousness within the Sphere of the Divine Love 
Consciousness which holds the Cosmos within the Mind of God.

When the body is placed within this Cosmic Merkaba, the heart 
of the body becomes in tune with or in the exact same rhythmic 
frequency as the heart of Mother Earth, the heart of the Universe
and the Cosmos. The term heart and heart beat mean at the 
place where the upper triangle of the merkaba and the lower 
triangle of the merkaba intersect through a spinning of all that is
in the Consciousness within spinning into the Consciousness of
all that is in the Consciousness of the Outer. When the body is 
returned to that spin rate of the Cosmic Sphere, the Electrons 



disappear. Polarity disappears. There is no more positive and 
negative charge of electrons creating density. There is only pure
consciousness.

The electrons redefine themselves. The skeleton that appears is 
a Christ. It reformulates its neuro mass to fit the control of the 
Mind of God. The brain has changed to become the facilitator of 
the super human.

Our bodies will go into a deep sleep, like a hybernization. The 
change will be through chrysalis. As the Celestiline enters into 
our bodies from the waves of stardust and prana, it causes a 
light to flash and create a new reality in flash.

Our brains must go into a deep level of sleep as we are pulled 
back into Oneness with the original creation point of Source, the
Idea, the Thought, the Intention and the Manifestation of the New
Idea.

The body will always be held in tact within the field of God 
Source. However, at the same time, we will disappear for nano 
seconds at a time to realign in the new idea.

God creates each idea within a sphere of Protoplasmic. There is 
a cloud of hydrolaise which is first frozen and then warmed into 
various chemical structures of light and sound. The blue print of
the idea is simultaneously created at all levels of manifestation 
from hertizian, to infra red, to visible, invisible light, x ray and 
gamma wave. This means the invisible, etheric reality of the 
thought of God is manifest at the same instant that the new body
flashes on in the dimension that will be in our new perception.

During this very rapid transition, the body goes into lucid 
dreaming, psychedelic sleep. When we awaken, we will first 
notice something different about our bodies, the way we feel and
look, our hopes and desires will have completely changed. We 
will know we are Christ. We will know we have become the mind 
of God manifest. We will open our eyes on to a new reality 
because our perception will have been completely translated.



The window for this transition will spark open in 2016. Whatever 
dreams that we have placed in our new DNA will be the reality 
that appears before us.

The skeletal structure of each cell will be dissolved and then a 
new imprint will replace it. The old DNA will still exist – but with 
a new imprint placed upon it by the mind of God. The new 
imprint will manifest as a new body. The body is made from a 
chip of light or the breath of God breathed to create a spark. 
This creates a hologram or a dot matrix body. The hydro plasma 
and hydrolaise and hydrogelaisic chemical interactions with 
light and sound create a new form in space. That new form is 
imprinted upon the tissue of the body. The carbules in the soma 
of each DNA begin to fire a new reality from the synaptic cleft.

The entire lightning effect of the carbules in their vibrating 
change imprint the DNA with the new living status. The new 
program exactly like a caterpillar becoming a cocoon becoming 
a butterfly. The cocoon uses the light of the Sun to create a 
gelaisic chrysalis of crystal light crystal dust and crystal gel of 
light frequency and utilizes the gelaisic transformational 
substance of 14th dimensional heliotalic violet silver pink wave 
frequency.

The cocoon is the consciousness that is taken into the 
transformational factory of the 14th dimension. The violet harp 
strings where the electrons are removed.

The form holding substance is removed to a new dream.

The cocoon becomes transparent, invisible, transforms. Exactly 
the same process takes place in the transformation of the DNA 
all of the old programming of density of the body dissolves into 
a new consciousness a Christ Consciousness of a form that is 
being played into existence through the harp strings- the cosmic
harp strings of the violet transform the invisible light into the 
blue hue- a new reality is born.

The Frequency specific feeling takes place in consciousness to 
transpose the DNA to be strummed by the Mind of God. The 



violet string becomes the conductor of the human plan.

The caterpillar knows how to use the quality of light of the sun.

The caterpillar goes to sleep. Hybernization is done through the 
autonomic neurons system that is connected to the Mid Brain 
section of the brain. The nervous system controls body function 
of the heat and temperature and blood pressure, controls 
appetite and simple bio process of elimination. 

Caterpillar goes to sleep through frequency specific mid brain.

Its autonomic system moves it into slow hybernization. we can 
do this by using the candle to teach us to move into the blue hue
in the brain and stay there for several hours.

The heartbeat slows down biology slows down in psychedelic 
sleep, lucid dreaming is a state of hybernization when we move 
into the Cosmic Sphere of Consciousness. This happens when 
we use the Candle Technique to move into the Full Spectrum of 
Light which transforms the invisible into the visible. The 
caterpillar still has the memory in its DNA telling it how to turn in
to a butterfly and humans had that program removed from their 
DNA. We must remember how to use the DNA programming that 
the caterpillar remembers.

He visualizes himself becoming a butterfly. We must visualize 
ourselves becoming super human. The Christ- the etheric harp 
strings in us must be reconnected into the mind of God through 
the process of the violet string or sphere of cosmic energy. We 
must sing ourselves into our Christ hood.

We first create the list of who we want to become. The list might 
contain these ideas and many more.

The image and likeness of God the Eternal Life Body

The Christ Consciousness Realized The Enlightened One, the 
Blue Body, The Immortal, Fearless, Super, Heroic, Teleported, 
Walk through Walls, Remote Viewer, Body 20 years younger, 



vital, energetic, perfect self.

Write it, draw it, visualize it, dream it into being.

We must paint that reality on to our harp strings of our DNA.

We must sing that dream onto the harp strings. The highest 
frequency must strum the other harp strings into the etheric 
frequency that removes the electrons, that removes polarization,
that removes space between spiritual physical, removes time 
and space.

You know this has happened when you feel like you have 
disappeared.
You strum your harp strings into the infinite unknown Mind of 
God.
The Mid Brain has psychic abilities. Sub Conscious Mind of God 
is star dust. It reaches into all time and space and removes all 
time and space. All that is known is within the Mind of God.

What will happen?

You will be the same you but your DNA will be reprogrammed

The old DNA will melt away and become transmuted into your 
subconscious-the mind of God.

The Christ that was created by God will be written upon your dot
matrix body- your divine blue print of the Idea of God.

You will align into the consciousness of Source and your mind 
will become empty.
Your last contract with Source will end and a new one will begin.

You will rise into harmonic universe two as you are lifted above 
the earth.

You will melt into the frequencies of the sun and you will 
disappear.



When you wake up, you will be changed. You will be brand new.

The first step is visualizing this transformation and 
understanding it. The Eternal Life Album is created by taking 
your body through this process for you, however, it is much 
better if you take your body through this process of 
transformation while you are listening to your Eternal Life 
Album.

It is much more helpful if you visualize the tiny little harp strings 
within your atoms and visualize a tiny little angel in your atoms 
strumming the highest string – the violet string and see that 
breath transform the strings below into that most etheric sound 
that is heard in the highest frequency.

You will find a new liberty as you become the god of your body. 
You will be able to manifest any thing you desire instantly if and 
when your Consciousness is actually within this new Frequency.
When you hold your consciousness in the Violet String or the 
Violet Sphere of Cosmic Consciousness. Your Consciousness 
must be in the 14.5 Transformational Light Center before you 
can Magnetize the Frequencies of the Vision into your DNA. The 
vision of your desired manifestation must be felt as a frequency. 
You can then Strum that Frequency with the Violet Frequency to 
manufacture it in the transformational center. Only then, can the 
Mind of God manufacture the idea from the negative idea into 
the positive manifest EXPERIENCE.

When someone Magnetizes something to themselves through 
frequencies, the process of creation is used. The idea can only 
manifest if it is created through the Mind of God and then 
created as an Experience in Holographic Form.

When a person says they are Magnetizing Form by raising their 
frequencies it means they are raising their Consciousness into 
the Energy of the Cosmic Sphere where the Mind of God 
transforms old ideas into brand new fields of reality.

Otherwise, there are just old life forms being recycled over and 
over again.



We will be moved into a new time and a new space when we 
become saturated with the highest frequencies of Source. We 
will first become one with the Frequencies of Middle Earth – the 
magical place where our angelic families have lived for eons 
waiting for us to return.

 Remember the reality is always in a frequency. The Earth's 
frequencies are actually being raised into the frequencies of 
Inner Earth and the Cloud Cities above us. This is the first step 
in our Ascension. Those who transmute their DNA into the 
vision of this new reality will see it and those who do not will not
see it.

The new body and the new reality will become completely 
activated by a Star burst which creates the Celestiline – the 
magical substance that sets the metamorphosis into activation.

Once our DNA is reactivated, our bodies will go through a very 
fast transition in a matter of a nano second.

Our bodies will go into a deep sleep, like a hybernization. The 
change will be through chrysalis. As the Celestiline enters into 
our bodies from the waves of star burst and prana, it causes a 
light to flash and create a new reality. Our brains will go into a 
deep level of sleep as we are pulled back into Oneness with the 
original creation point of Source, the Idea, the Thought, the 
Intention and the Manifestation of the New Idea.

The body will always be held in tact within the field of God 
Source. However, at the same time, we will disappear for nano 
seconds at a time to realign in the new idea.

God creates each idea within a sphere of Protoplasmic. The 
body becomes the Christ when the H20 of the body becomes 
H2O2HE3. We achieve this by consciously translating the water 
that we drink into Spiritual Water through the Conscious activity 
of using the Three Crystal Spheres of Transformation. 

We do this by taking the water we drink into the Crystal Spheres 



and holding it in consciousness 36 inches above the head and 
visualizing its transformation into the crystallization of H2O2HE3
– Spiritual Water – hydrolaise.

There is a cloud of hydrolaise which is first frozen and then 
warmed into various chemical structures of vapor through light 
and sound. The blue print of the idea is simultaneously created 
at all levels of manifestation from hertizian, to infra red, to 
visible, invisible light, x ray and gamma wave. This means the 
invisible, etheric reality of the thought of God is manifest at the 
same instant that the new body flashes on in the dimension that 
will be in our new perception.

During this very rapid transition, the body goes into lucid 
dreaming, psychedelic sleep, the body shuts down the desire to 
eat and the bowel and urinary functions are shut down. There is 
a prolonged chemical change in the body.

When we awaken, we will first notice something different about 
our bodies, the way we feel and look, our hopes and desires will 
have completely changed. We will know we are Christ. We will 
know we have become the mind of God manifest. We will open 
our eyes on to a new reality because our perception will have 
been completely translated.

The skeletal structure of each cell will be dissolved and then a 
new imprint will replace it. The old DNA will still exist – but with 
a new imprint placed upon it by the mind of God. The new 
imprint will manifest as a new body. The body is made from a 
chip of light or the breath of God breathed to create a spark. 
This creates a hologram or a dot matrix body. The hydro plasma 
and hydrolaise and hydrogelaisic chemical interactions with 
light and sound create a new form in space. That new form is 
imprinted upon the tissue of the body. The carbules in the soma 
of each DNA begin to fire a new reality from the synaptic cleft.

SYNAPTIC CLEFT NEURON image and Web links that explain
https://ehumanbiofield.wikispaces.com/Neurons+AG

IMAGES OF SYNAPTIC CLEFT NEURON... 



https://www.google.com/search? 
q=synaptic+cleft&biw=1225&bih=608&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=
univ&sa=X&ei=T4MdVb-
bNsKrogSFrYH4AQ&sqi=2&ved=0CCkQsAQ#tbm=isch&q=synap
tic+cleft+neuron&revid=28275772

HOW DO STARSEEDS ACTIVATE OUR DNA?

http://c  rystalmagicorchestra.com  

The Star Seeds that were born on Earth over the past 12 years all 
had much to do with this realignment. The children born during the 
past five years brought the completed 5DNA-12DNA back to Earth. 
That reality was presented to the Earth once before about 2000 years
ago when the 12th Level Avatar and the 9th Level Avatar, that our 
Bible Stories call Jesus Christ was brought to Earth by Guardian 
Groups.

This time the Guardians brought in 144,000 times more Christ 
Consciousness to Earth through the frequencies of the Star seeds. 
The Earth required a certain level of Frequencies in order to make its 
shift into the new Meta galactic 8 alignment with the past present and 
future 12 DNA coded reality system.

These 12 coded frequencies contain the divine blue print of the 
Eternal Life, Love, Mind, Principle, Substance, Intelligence, Supply, 
Truth, Soul, Spirit, Man, Manifestation Template, Design that is 
contained within the Music of the Spheres Light and Sound 
Technology. 

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/
http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/


Mary Baker Eddy explained this same Divine Formula of Creation of 
Man made in the Image and Likeness of God, and clearly stated that 
the only thing that is separating man from that likeness is Error. She 
said when error is removed, then the Christ Consciousness will 
appear. Eddy also spoke of the synonyms of God being Life, Truth, 
Love, etc. She always painted the picture of the mortal and immortal 
man and how there really couldn't be a mortal man, because that 
man wasn't made by God. She always said the real man is immortal 
and that seeming mortal man was only created by error. 

 "Furthermore, the time cometh of which Jesus spoke, when he 
declared that in the resurrection there should be no more marrying 
nor giving in marriage, but man would be as the angels. Then white 
robed purity will unite in one person masculine wisdom and feminine 
love, spiritual understanding and perpetual peace"(Eddy, S&H pp64).

This was always my favorite passage in the S&H, since I was ten 
years old. I always felt and knew within myself that this reality would 
happen in my lifetime. Now I know it will happen when our fifth 
dimensional body moves into the multi dimensionality between 2017-
2047. This is the time when beings from star systems have already 
experienced this period of life when they move into the fifth dimension
and come to a decision to begin creating through the process of 
consciousness instead of through a sexual encounter.

This is the time when Sixth Level Man will reappear as we rise into 
harmonic universe 2- dimensions 4,5,6. And then Seventh Level Man 
will reappear on Gaia- dimensions 7,8,9. We are already in harmonic 
universe 2. We must now raise our frequencies in consciousness and
attune into the reality that already exists within the heart of Earth and 
the reality of the past, present and future 12 DNA divine blue print 
which has not been damaged by frozen light.

The Guardians have explained the Seventh Level Man who used to 
live in Gaia to be this man who Eddy spoke of. We are going through 
the resurrection when we will be robed in the white light purity of the 
pure atunement as we rebirth into the 5th dimension through the 12 



the dimensional consciousness. This will happen in 2017, and we will 
prepare for this reality between 2013 and 2017. 

We have entered the resurrection leading to that reality. Eddy always 
spoke of how important it was to Understand this Divine Science, 
which I believe is the precursor to the Keylontic Science that was 
brought to earth early in the twenty first century. That truth that Eddy 
tuned into during her Near Death Experience is the same truth that 
many are tuning into at this present time in history through the 
Maharaja Consciousness Templates that come to us through our 
Frequency Specific Mid Brain when we tune into the Future Self, as is
done in a Near Death Experience.

That reality of the Seventh Level Man on Gaia has always existed. 
We were just taken off line from that reality when our light was frozen 
in Miasms or Error, blocking our true reality. We are now entering the 
Mass Ascension of Man, which Jesus called the resurrection, in which
"there should be no more marrying nor giving in marriage, but man 
would be as the angels. Then white robed purity will unite in one 
person masculine wisdom and feminine love, spiritual understanding 
and perpetual peace.” 

We now know through Keylontic Science (the Language of the Stars) 
that error is Frozen Light. We now know what the mathematical 
formula of Christ Consciousness is. We now know how we were 
blocked from our Divine Blue Print through reverse spin technologies.
We now know that we are made from the radiation technologies of 
light and sound that can project us in millions of different density 
levels. MB Eddy also spoke of a time when man would no longer be 
given in marriage and child birth would no longer exist.

We are returning to the reality we used to live in when Seventh Level 
man lived on Tara and Gaia. This was the time when a child could be 
manifested from the light of the Consciousness or the manifestation 
template that each immortal man actually has in reality. The true 
immortal man has always been able to instantly manifest anything, 



including children. That act can be performed by an individual, a 
couple or a group consciousness to create an entity who carries 
many unique traits in the reality of the NORMAL kingdom that we will 
soon return to.

The act of creation is always performed instantly in Divine Mind 
through the perfect 12 DNA template of the immortal man who has 
eternal life, never dies, never gets sick, has infinite intelligence, etc. 
The references to immortal man that Eddy talked about in her 
Science and Health with Keys to the Scriptures are described as an 
absolute science by the Guardians in the new Keylontic Science and 
Kathara Healing Technologies. 

The difference was that the teachings of the Star Language came in 
the frequencies that man was able to understand at the time. These 
two sets of teachings have something in common with the teachings 
of the original 12th Level Avatar Jesus. They are exactly the same 
teachings, and the audience and students of the teachings are very 
small, because only those with the genetic coding of the star seeds 
and some human angelics are able to comprehend these teachings.

ETERNAL LIFE

We always have been and always will be made through this divine 
technology of  Source's template of Eternal Life. When we were 
created by the Christ Code Pre Sound and Light Technology, we 
contained the ability to Live Forever, to Create our own Galaxies, to 
Manifest Instantly our Hearts desires. That is the reality. That is the 
reality we must tune into as the only reality that exists in the past, 
present and future.

If we continue to tune in to the lower frequencies that were distorted 
realities caused by the frozen light (miasm or error), we will continue 
to manifest that reality that locked us into the continuous 3D illusion 
of reality where we could only see, feel, touch, hear, taste a series of 
events that were planted into our DNA by Entities who only wanted to 



freeze us out of our Reality. 

We must align our consciousness to the new reality which is the 
original reality of the ETERNAL LIFE Blue Print. That 12 DNA divine 
blue print is the only creation that God knows how to make. That 
reality is made through the pre light and sound fields of Khristiac 
Technology containing the 12 coded divine blue print. We always 
were made, always are made and always will be made by that divine 
blue print which is perfect and eternal. We must realign our DNA 
templates to the sub harmonics of the 12 DNA template and begin to 
know that is the only reality that we have ever been and ever will be 
made a part of.

 It is the knowing and the feeling of the frequencies of the 12 sub 
harmonics that has been blocked from our world view. We were made
to believe that only 5 senses contain reality. When actually those 5 
senses were only for us to enjoy the reality that we create through our
Higher Sensory Perception of our 12 dimensional self who knows and
feels and creates through the imagination. That is the reality that we 
have been forced out of by world propaganda beginning with parents 
telling their children that their imagination isn't real. That propaganda 
is a part of the Frozen Light imprinted into our DNA.

We have been set free from this prison. We were given the reality of 
our 12 DNA and its codes. That reality was planted in the Heart of the
Earth and it will flow through the grids of the Earth. It is still up to us to
Tune into the Frequencies and spin rate of that reality, especially by 
creating in Consciousness everyday the reality that we have always 
been, always are.

Our Ascension Team from Sirius and Aquarius are helping us in this 
upgrade from 12DNA into 24 DNA and 48 DNA at this time. The 
formulas and frequencies for these upgrades are in this music. The 
Elohim of Hearing stood before me and placed a golden pillar in my 
ear that would connect my inner hearing into his frequency alignment.
Mary and Raphael assisted in bringing in three crystal spheres which 



are the morphogenetic fields that hold the divine atmosphere that 
translates our breath and crystal cells into the magical frequencies of 
our Star Sirius, our Sun Alcyone and our home of Aquarius.

The 48 DNA activation process is set in motion to become continuous
and eternal by the frequency alignments woven into the  Immortality 
MP3's. It is actually the angelic family of the individual who does the 
activation continuously and completely. We channel and breathe one 
harmonic thread of each  frequency signature of the individual's 
harmonic family at a time. It usually takes at least twenty minutes per 
signature. There are 36 signatures in each harmonic universe. And 
there are 5 harmonic universes. The alignment of these 180 harmonic
signatures results in the Full Spectrum of Light and Sound that 
realigns the individual into Oneness with the Divine Template of 
Universal Consciousness. We really only need 144 harmonic 
frequency signatures to align into the perfect divine blue print. 
However, we oscillate completely out into the Cosmic Realm to pull 
the Universal Template completely into Atunement with Source. We 
are preparing for a full alignment beyond the 24 DNA strands into the 
48 DNA which lift an individual into the potential for the alignment into
a divine template that will be able to step in and out of their body at 
will. We align the frequencies completely into Source through 96DNA 
of the complete Spiritual Template to create the template of the entity 
who can Orb and de-manifest from Light Body to a Holographic Body 
of Form. This is the highest potential for ascension.

The Aquafarians who work with us in aligning these frequencies into 
the original crystal cell template have maintained their form in our 
atmosphere and in the heart of Earth for 500,000 years. This was the 
last time entities on Earth were able to rise into this form. This 
template requires a complete shift in the atmosphere of the individual 
and a shift into the morphogenetic field held for us by the 
Aquafarians.

This process is very similar to the one used in creating the other 
MP3's and CD's except this time we ask the Elohim of Hearing for the
alignment with the Individual's Higher Selves Frequency Signatures. 
The other albums align our Elohim and Sirian Families of 
Consciousness through specific star alignments that are used for 



specific harmonic purposes. These are our Ascension Families and 
the main Guardian Families of the Entire Ascension Process on a 
Galactic and Universal Level. So those albums are for the Mass 
Ascension, while the Individual albums are for Individual Ascension. 
The Individual will feel a very personal relationship with the frequency
signatures.

We can feel the divine presence and the magic of the actual 
signature coming through in each breath. We are told by our Cosmic 
Council when a breath has been retrieved through the Elohim of 
Hearing. It takes several hours per day for one or two weeks to 
collect the entire family of consciousness for any one individual. The 
process requires many hours of focused energy of atonement with 
the Elohim of Hearing who guides the process of aligning the 
frequencies through our ears. The process of focused breathing to 
make sure the exact consciousness is extracted and purely placed 
through the microphone is exhausting. The end product is a pure 
capsule of immortality aligning the individual's Family of 
Consciousness on all Dimensions into One new Breath which 
contains their individual Full Spectrum of Light and Sound. Each of 
the hundreds of threads of consciousness are woven together and 
spun through the magical spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and 
crystal gel into spheres of magical transformational energy.

The signatures are frequencies. Frequencies are breaths of 
consciousness. All of our angelic soul families are streaming their 
individual frequencies of consciousness. This is their light signature. 

 Each of these streams of consciousness merges and unites with an 
entire family of consciousness to create a monadic family of light. We 
record all of these streams of consciousness that come to us through 
the breaths of the angels. We stream and braid each of these 
streams of light energy together to create the exact same coded 
frequencies that are transmitted to us through the angels breaths and
the activity of crystal light energy, crystal dust energy and crystal gel 
energy.



WHY DO WE NEED GOD LANGUAGE TO ACTIVATE DNA?

The reason that we were given the God Language was because we 
needed something that was familiar to the five senses. We also need 
to go beyond those words into the underlying FREQUENCIES OF 
CONSCIOUSNESS that actually do the streaming and braiding of the
overtones into the base tones of each of the 12 sub harmonics. 
Those frequencies of consciousness from all of the alignments and 
activations that have taken place since 2000 are within and under 
and aligned into those words. Most of my breaths are not audible at 
all. Sometimes I don't even use my breath. Sometimes I just place 
the microphone next to my Brain--in the Mind of God area of the 
Brain. I record those frequencies. That consciousness is very 
powerful and real even though it might not be real to the five senses.

My music is designed to force your consciousness into searching for 
the frequencies deep within because the Over Tones that are braiding
into the Base Tones are very etheric, invisible and can only be felt 
and known by your consciousness.

The more each individual practices listening deep within, the more 
easily the over tones will braid into the base tones and the rapidly the 
DNA seals will melt and the DNA strands will braid back together into 
the harmonic unity that they used to be 5 million years ago.

It is up to each individual to use the music to help them visualize the 
merkaba spinning their field of reality beyond the third, beyond the 
fourth, beyond the fifth dimensions and into the multidimensional 
reality of the Cosmos.

I prepared the Candle Technique to use to help you understand what 
these frequencies of sound and light are. That is only to give you a 
glimpse of the understanding. There is much more to learn about the 
Candle Technique and how that relates to the Merkaba and how the 
Merkaba braids together the overtones and base tones from the 
upper realms of the Suns, and then there is a Magnetic Side of the 



Merkaba that would spin the overtones from the higher spiritual 
realms of the Inner Earth, Aquafarian realms.

The frequencies are collected as the Elohim of Hearing connects my 
neuronets into the multi dimensional consciousness that collects 
frequencies from the Inner Domains of the Cosmic Cores of Earth 
and out through the dimensional realms of Sun Alcyone and out 
beyond the Cosmos. When I do these same journeys through the 
Consciousness of all of the Angelic Councils of Light and Sound, I 
feel the exact vibrations of each frequency and how each moment 
contains an exact frequency signature. When we ride in our merkaba 
beyond the Cosmos and into the outer band of the Source Field, we 
are sitting within the Lotus Blossom of the complete original perfect 
consciousness of the Divine Self or the Spiritual Self who waits on the
other side of the Veil while we journey out into the Outer Domains.

I use all of the meditations and journeys to collect the frequencies of 
consciousness that mold us into those realms of consciousness 
where each of the pieces of our templates are located, and then for 
the Eternal Life Album I inhale the Frequency Signature of that 
Spiritual Self that waits in the Cosmic Soup of the Mind of God. Once 
you have plugged your neuronets back in to all of the DNA that 
connects you into the oneness with your Spiritual Self in the Cosmic 
Soup as well as your Cosmic Template, Christic Template and all that 
resounds from those Frequency Signatures, you become 
reconnected to your Higher Self who is your Soul. Your Soul contains 
all of the versions of all that you have ever been. Once you are 
reconnected to all that you have ever been, you can become any of 
those versions of your past present and future selves in all of their 
glory.

I feel and know the frequencies of dimensions that are taught in 
Keylontic Science (Language of the Stars). Ever since I started 
creating albums of these frequencies of consciousness, people 
always wanted an explanation. I got the explanation for my work from



the science shown in Ashayana's training, together with the science 
given by Ramtha in the Legacy teachings. The science is identical, 
and both sets of information came from MU- the Lemurian God. The 
two sets of channeled information were given in completely different 
methodologies that allowed me to look at the same science from 
several different angles.

My part of the BIG PICTURE is actually knowing what the 
Frequencies feel like because the Elohim of Hearing has allowed me 
to exhale the frequencies as the sounds that they actually are at the 
higher dimensions that can not be heard.

During 2015-2017, the entire universe will shift forward into a new 
time matrix, a new Cosmic Template, a new Omniversal Reality. 
Earth's pulsation speed of particle base will be raised into higher 
dimensional time cycles. 

This time period also offers the greatest opportunity for the return of 
our ability of Instant Manifestation because the portals will all align 
into the zero point of creation where the three primal sound fields 
break through the outer Cosmic Band and into the White Light of 
Source Consciousness.

Manifestation happens each moment-each nano second. With each 
breath we take, we can each design any complete new reality that we
wish. After the new reality is created, the creator must inhale that 
reality back through the outer band of primary sound and into the 
Cosmic Creation fields. At that moment, an explosion of a new reality 
manifests. First, as the white light interacts  with the blue light of the 
fifteenth dimension, it creates a sphere that explodes into rays and 
sparks like fireworks. This new sphere of creation frequency weaves 
itself into the golden and violet flames of the fourteenth and thirteenth
dimensions. 



The idea that is created in Source Consciousness becomes a 
manifest form in Cosmic Consciousness. That manifestation that was 
made of white light that is completely invisible becomes a more 
tangible idea in Cosmic Consciousness which begins to manifest in 
visible forms after passing through the gamma waves and infra red 
spectrum. The manifest reality becomes visible in the hertizian fields 
of the three dimensional form. When each sphere has a higher or 
lower frequency, the spheres are separated. But, during this special 
moment of harmonic unison that allows our entire Cosmos to sing 
together a new song and begin the creation of a new reality. That new
song or new frequency, aligns the spheres into a new time vector. 
This time vector will only include the perfect Angelic Races. The 
Fallen Angelics and the problems they have created will not exist in 
this new reality.

All creations come into manifestation from the highest frequency. 
Once the individual creates the idea that he desires to have manifest 
as a frequency form - a morphogenetic imprint - an idea. That idea is 
created by the electrical coding placed into the morphogenetic 
frequency field. This idea is coated in the frequency specific mid 
brain. This idea can be aligned directly to the Source Field of 
Creation where Source makes this encoded idea become a manifest 
able reality. Next, the individual must inhale that morphogenetic field 
that is encoded through the primal sound fields of crystal liquid light, 
crystal dust and crystal gel. This idea is held within these three 
spheres of creation energy holding the morphogenetic frequency 
field. Those three spheres are held in the crystal heart until they are 
felt and known. Next, the individual must inhale the three spheres into
the mid brain and allow some time for the movie or idea that is being 
created or developed to form. Next the idea can be exhaled back out 
into the three crystal spheres of morphogenetic creation energy. That 
exhale is the breath that holds the music of the spheres. That is the 
frequency that allows the forms that have been created on other 
dimensions to become manifest in this density. This is the creation 
formula that I was given personally from my family of  Elohei-Elohim 
Angels. This is the formula that they taught me to use to create music
that brings the highest frequency to Earth and to create the 



frequencies that raise transmute the cellular structure of an individual 
to prepare for the transfiguration process that allows ascension into 
higher dimensions.

Once the breaths are formed onto the morphogenetic imprint of the 
crystal spheres the tones of the breaths transform into a frequency of 
transfiguration. The blueprint of the new reality now exists within the 
breath of creation. The Breath must be created as the frequency 
specific mid brain connects its dream stream directly into the Source 
Field of creation. This dream stream is the Mind of God that brings 
the creation into the template of the Divine Creation.

The idea will never manifest unless the dream stream into the 
frequencies of Source is continuously maintained. We have been 
directed by our Creation Team at the Cosmic Mystery School of the 
Omniverse to create the Individual's Dream Stream through the 
frequencies placed on the Individual ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM at 
crystalmagicorchestra.com.

 These frequencies that we collect through the directions of the 
Elohei-Elohim Angels, of the Individual are aligned into Source 
Consciousness to create the Dream Stream  which will allow the 
individual to become saturated with these frequencies of creation 
continuously. This is how our Oraphim Angelic families created 
Universes.

SHIFT INTO MULTI -DIMENSIONALITY

As we rise up into our Multi Dimensional Consciousness between 
2015-2017,  what has seemed to be the only reality in this third 
dimensional dream will become only a speck of the possible realities 
that will become realized. Most of what has seemed to be the only 
reality on Earth was created by metatronic frequencies performed 
through reverse spin technology of fallen angelics. The perception of 
those on Earth has been blocked from the creations of higher 
frequency manifestations through veils, seals, misalignments, 
Metatronics and a long list of demonic technology. The realities that 
have place in the upper cerebellum of the brain must become 



dissolved and replaced through the frequency specific mid brain 
technology that allows direct and continuous communication and 
manifestation through the Mind of God. The present reality fields that 
are being recycled as one looks around himself and keeps creating 
the same old reality over and over again will become dissolved into 
higher and higher realities.

These new realities that will become manifest by those who learn to 
use the Divine Technology in their brain will come from other 
dimensions. We can manifest any part of any other reality that has 
ever existed. We can manifest the most wonderful culture based on 
the Lyran Sirian perfect model. We can manifest becoming the 
original Oraphim Race who spent their time dreaming new realities. 
We can collect all of our favorite realities from each and every 
Universal System in our Race Lines. We can combine creations of 
advanced technology of the most advanced systems and the 
sweetness of the Aquafarians and Oraphim Dolphins. We get to make
individual and collective utopias. We can create the most magical, 
fabulous reality systems that we can dream up. 

First, we must learn how to create the dream stream through this 
alignment into the highest frequency of Source Consciousness. There
will be no creations manifesting that are not created through the Mind
of God. Only Fallen Angelics create through methods that require the 
use of energy from other entities. –  For millions of years, the human 
race has been used as a source of energy for Fallen Angelic groups. 
We have not even experienced a normal reality system. 

The present consciousness of this world has been locked inside a 
narrow little spectrum of reality. We see this man made world and we 
think that we can only re-create thinks that look like what they looked 
like in the day before. We think that making an improvement within 
the present reality is some type of achievement. In the normal 
kingdoms, an entity can create any new reality that has never been 
seen the day before. In multi dimensional consciousness we can form
our days on what we saw on another star in another advanced 
civilization. We can combine all ideas from all other reality systems 



into new ideas that have never been created before. This Angelic 
Human Race was once the Oraphim Race who were the greatest 
creators in the Universe. This is what we will begin to become once 
again.

We can now create, manifest, possess all of the qualities, attributes, 
abilities, intelligence of any and all of any previous idea that existed 
any time in the past or any time in the future. All time is available to 
be manifested in the present. All present realities are created from the
past. All future realities are seen from the present. We actually have 
multiple selves that go into the past and into the future time and 
space realities. We have imprints of our selves in all other 
dimensions. We have friends and family in all other dimensions. We 
have had a veil put over our consciousness that has caused us to 
forget who we really are. We have been governed by fallen angelics 
for a very long time.

Stellar Wave Infusions bring areas of the brain out of dormancy. We 
will have six of these stellar wave infusions on December 21, 2012. 
Our mid brain, which is frequency specific will begin to absorb all of 
the frequencies from all of the other dimensions in our Cosmic Matrix.
The frequency specific brain will become the movie camera of the 
new realities that will form around each individual reality field. The 
pituitary will blossom and become the movie projector for the Mind of 
God to make God's Movie.

During our Involution away from Source Consciousness, our brain 
has been recycling old information over and over again. When we 
begin our Evolution toward Source, we gain more and more 
frequencies of higher consciousness each and every day. These 
frequencies allow us to create more new realities as we are able to 
see them manifest in our mid brain through the direct dream stream 
of Source Frequencies through our Higher Self. We learn to bring our 
higher self down into our body to allow this luminary body to guide 
and direct us through the Mind of God. Our new luminary body will 
allow us to do things that we couldn't do in three dimensions.



Our time vector is connected into the present past and future vectors.
We can choose the most joyous perfect future to manifest by aligning 
consciousness into the highest frequency of Source while creating 
the new reality that you form in your consciousness as always 
existing in the present past and future. The heroic future that is being 
created for us is the Christos realignments of humanity into the 12 
strand angelic freedom and joy and the Lyran -Sirian perfect cultural 
model which is already manifest in the future vector, which allows this
reality to manifest in this present vector. So, the future Earth can be 
any reality that we choose to manifest it to be. We manifest every 
reality in to our own present time vector in the same way.

We can connect and realign our present into any desirable future of 
the past or future time vectors. We can align into the perfect Oraphim 
Primal Sound Field of our original Angelic Race who could manifest 
through dream streams the most wonderful creations of our universe. 
We can connect and realign our present into the already manifest 
12DNA or 48DNA that exists in past time vectors. We can manifest 
the joy and freedom that exists in the future time vectors and the 
wonderful cultural models created by the Lyran -Syrian’s past time 
vector. We can pull the realities out of any of the time vectors of any 
of the harmonic universes of our galactic, universal or cosmic 
spheres.

Our  Creation Family are the Wizards who would like to teach us all 
how to be the grand new creators in this new universe. The Cosmic 
Mystery School of the Omniverse was formed to allow the teachings 
of our Cosmic Creation Families to teach us co-creation techniques 
as they show us how their original creation of the most supreme 
Angelic Human was meant to be. We are moving into Omniversal 
Consciousness, where all 12 Star Gates are connecting our 
consciousness into the Omniversal Consciousness of our new 
Utopia. 

The third dimensional mind can only conceive of the visible realm. 
When many of us transfigure into the  light bodies that transpose us 
into the fifth and sixth dimensions. Now we will shift our 



consciousness into realms that have been unknown and invisible to 
us before. We will be able to see our Guardian and Creator Races 
who have been our families for millions of years. 

The invisible will become as real as the visible, as the Earth's fastest 
particles begin to transfer to hyperspace and our Universal memory is
transmitted through the Earth's grids. We will be regaining our Divine 
Blue Print that makes us able to manifest anything we want, any time 
we want. We will become the race who creates light and energy 
through their own bio fields. We will become creators of new realities 
such as apple trees that grow lemon pies -- or any idea we come up 
with.

How will this shift take place? We will spin through multiple reality 
fields that will remain invisible to one another, as we break free from 
old illusions planted in harmonic universe one through metatronic 
frequencies. As we shed the metatronic frequencies that have been 
locking our Consciousness into a narrow visible spectrum, we will 
unfold into a New Earth that contains a multi dimensional spectrum of
invisible and visible realities.

As we move onto Future Earth, our bodies will go through a light 
transfiguration process  that will transform our atomic structure. This 
change will happen instantly -- not gradually. This means every nano 
second we transform again and again and again until we are 
completely transformed. Since we only know what we see at the 
moment, we will never be aware of the transformations. However, you
can make your self aware by watching, listening and knowing what to 
be looking for. The carbon based structure of the mortal body will be 
changed into the crystal based eternal life chemical and biological 
forms. This will be our first pull into the future, as our particles spin 
faster and faster through the angular rotation of particle spin that 
rearranges our biology, chemistry and scenery.

Our pituitary gland will blossom and open our third eye to gain the 
spiritual vision of the  Mind of God when we raise our frequencies to 
transmute the lower into the higher frequencies of Source. We will 



create a continuous dream stream between what we desire to create 
in our dreams to blossom into full manifestation in any of the 
multidimensional reality fields. 

TESTIMONIES OF THOSE WHO USE THE ALBUM

Please join us at our site (Crystal Magic Orchestra.com) to read the
hundreds  of  testimonies  of  those  who  have  purchase  their
Individualized Eternal Life Album and other albums. Testimonies have
ranged  from  curing  cancer,  raising  the  dead,  immediate  income
increase,  increasing  perception  far  beyond  the  visible  into  the
invisible light spectrum, etc. etc.

Here are a few of the testimonies and experiences from those who
have purchased the ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM.

All last night orbing to different places and different ways to orb 
Merkaba or Light ship practicing lift off –  

Also I want to leave you a testimonial for DNA Healing Album , 
Ascension Yoga , and Christmas Ascension . DNA Healing and 
Ascension Yoga was amazing , you used a very special healing 
method in those 2 albums i noticed that the healing energy was 
designed for body , soul , and mind it hummed through me infusing 



with your cosmic energy , it was spectacular , right now my body 
functions very awesome , i dont feel tired , i havent got sick since July
, i feel like my body is living in 5th Dimension . Winter for me is harsh 
because i have sensitive skin and your albums helped my skin to heal
from winter dry skin , and other skin problems such as my acne 
healed almost . I noticed the anti aging effects from your DNA Healing
. Thank you dear for your hard work and love                                       

Murat Dzhalturov

Hello Crystalai

I think I may have found you a long time ago, but was captivated this 
week when I read the beautiful post about Ascension timelines on 
another site and I KNEW this was where I wanted to be. I have been 
working on remembering who I AM my whole incarnation. Anyway, I 
started the Way of Mastery with Master Jeshua a couple of years ago
and went through a deep discovery of self forgiveness. I went through
a Dark Night of the Soul last February that was so profound, I am 
always humbled again and again when I recall it. Then came the 
ASCENSION, the rebirth took place on an unexpected trip to St 
Johns last April. Wow, lifetimes of memory came back to me there. 
Mother Yemaya was prominent in my rebirth. What an amazing 
experience I have been on the last 10 months. Everyday has been a 
spiritual treasure hunt of remembering. I feel Thoth has guided me to 
you. Your body of work here is extensive and I am navigating my way 
through it. I have been listening to the music provided and the you 
tube presentations. While listening to the music, I instantly connected 
to the Blue Flame. I saw the Leo Constellation and Lord Brahma 
while meditating. My daughter stopped by while I was in this state 
and it took awhile to be able to speak again. I was amazed when I 
later read about the White Lion. I knew I was where I needed to be. I 
am very happy to be here and look forward to becoming a member 
and receiving your guidance. I have been taken in with quantum 
physics and healing integrating it into my massage practice and reiki. 
Going straight to source with Mother Mary and AA Rapheal in LOVE. 



Living non duality as my authentic self in service is how I strive to live 
everyday. What all this means, I have no idea, except I LOVE it ALL! I
am hoping this month to become a subscriber as well as purchasing 
music. I look at all the books I have collected and read throughout my
lifetime, the answers were always there, but due to lessons I came to 
learn, this was the time of my Awakening. If you have any 
recommendations on appropriate start point, I would welcome it. Look
forward to my next Mystery School training. I am front and center 
ready to serve in the highest good on a daily basis. I fully understand 
that greatness does not come from high recognition per se, but how 
one conducts themselves when nobody is looking. Wow, I have chills 
going through me. Blessings, Dawn

dear Crystalai

warm greetings,,,,i like to share some good news with you,,
i got all results,,except my blood test,,,EVERYTHING  is clear and good

YOU  AND
YOUR MUSIC IS HEALING,,,,i am so thrilled,,

Had the best chat yesterday when i went to the beach, the water was 
extraordinary , crystal clear lime green and cold just how i like it, the 
dolphins were telling me of the multidimensional clans they called it 
are increasing and the sound octaves are being amplified in  the 
nearby surroundings the electrical wirings has something to do with 
the travel of those sounds, they wanted New Metaphysical structures 
to be implemented,so i helped out, few days before was a potential 
threat in terms of riot, we live in Cronulla which is surrounded by 
ocean and in the summer time the Muslim fanatics attempt to create 
trouble 10 years ago there was a huge riot , you may have heard of 
it.The anniversary a few days ago of that terrible day and was being 
amped up by media,there were police everywhere and it felt bad, 
again , the ascended masters whales and dolphins showed me a 
mathematical matrix i haven’t seen before and together we created a 
cocooned devine vortex something they called heelio band in the 



geometries was spiralling rainbow not earthy colors but rainbow like 
rays and all the aggression was gone and the predicted riot 
disappeared .

Im so grateful to know you, and so grateful i manifested being here at
the same time. I will get the Mermaid album now as well. xxxxx

Dear Rael,

WOW!! Please let me tell you what I saw when I read your adventure.

You allowed the Consciousness of the Dolphins (who do not live in a 
reality where there could ever be a riot- in their Consciousness there 
is no separation of light)- they are in the oneness of the perfect 
mathematical vortex of at one ment with the other side of the Veil.

Your attunement with their consciousness brought the version of 
Their Reality into THIS SIDE OF THE VEIL.

This is exactly what I mean by allowing the Dolphins to take you to 
their side of the Veil.

The more you do exactly what you just did, the more the Kingdom of 
Heaven will appear on Earth. The dolphins hold the keys to our 
heaven.

THANK YOU !!!!

something wonderful happened,,,i think WE (i cannot say i because it was all of me
plus i sensed other beings)
WE did a soul healing today,,,
my former roommate "my little girl"   came for breakfast,,she was very down,,
just terminated a very abusive relationship
her father ,who lives in France is going through a divorce ,,and ask Jessie,(that is her 
name)
to write a letter for the court that is very untrue,,,,,all her life she experienced abuse 
,,neglect etc..
when she declined to do this he became very abusive,,,,( he is a Freemason and goes to 



secret meetings)
let make it short
while she was with me  her father called,,,i went outside and talked with him in my mind
holding a mirror to his face,,,,telling him to let her go
as i returned,,she sat and was crying,,,,

what got me was,,he used almost the same words i had spoken,,,he let her go,,,,,she did 
not
realize what happened till i said,,,you are free,,,,,he let you go,,,

i told her that this experience went into the collective and has a big impact
in that moment i could feel other presents in the room,,
i told her,,,i now cut the cords from her father,,,,( i was standing behind,a bit above my 
body)
i gestured with my hand in front of her heart ,,solar plexus,,,
then held both my hands open towards her

energy was streaming through me ,,out my hands and heart,,,
she could hardly breathe and her heart opened ,,,(she has a big heart)
and felt lifted up,,,
there was a moment of silence   and then a celebration,,,,the sun came out!!! 
she had come back from 6 month of hell
a happy radiant "little girl" went back home

so ,,you see,,,i have a lot to think about,,,,,,2 things,,,the mind talk with a dark energy
and the "healing"  WE did,,
do you have any words on that  ???????

with so much Love

something wonderful happened,,,i think WE (i cannot say i because it was all of me
plus i sensed other beings)
WE did a soul healing today,,,
my former roommate "my little girl"   came for breakfast,,she was very down,,
just terminated a very abusive relationship
her father ,who lives in France is going through a divorce ,,and ask Jessie,(that is her 
name)
to write a letter for the court that is very untrue,,,,,all her life she experienced abuse 
,,neglect etc..
when she declined to do this he became very abusive,,,,( he is a Freemason and goes to 
secret meetings)
let make it short
while she was with me  her father called,,,i went outside and talked with him in my mind



holding a mirror to his face,,,,telling him to let her go
as i returned,,she sat and was crying,,,,

what got me was,,he used almost the same words i had spoken,,,he let her go,,,,,she did 
not
realize what happened till i said,,,you are free,,,,,he let you go,,,

i told her that this experience went into the collective and has a big impact
in that moment i could feel other presents in the room,,
i told her,,,i now cut the cords from her father,,,,( i was standing behind,a bit above my 
body)
i gestured with my hand in front of her heart ,,solar plexus,,,
then held both my hands open towards her

energy was streaming through me ,,out my hands and heart,,,
she could hardly breathe and her heart opened ,,,(she has a big heart)
and felt lifted up,,,
there was a moment of silence   and then a celebration,,,,the sun came out!!! 
she had come back from 6 month of hell
a happy radiant "little girl" went back home

so ,,you see,,,i have a lot to think about,,,,,,2 things,,,the mind talk with a dark energy
and the "healing"  WE did,,
do you have any words on that  ???????

with so much Love

dear Crystalai

warm greetings,,,,i like to share some good news with you,,
i got all results,,except my blood test,,,EVERYTHING  is clear and good

YOU  AND
YOUR MUSIC IS HEALING,,,,i am so thrilled,,

i thanked my body,,my cells over and over again,,,,we were sitting in the car
and celebrating,,hugging each other,,,,(can you believe this??)
i do this with my heart as well,,i talk to my heart  ,,my body,,my blood,,organs,,,
i love this body,,,and it responds in joy,,,i can feel it
and i can feel the Love and Joy from my heart up to my throat,,,,

i think there is something new,,,the Full moon was different,,,the moon looked different
and there is magic in the air,,,,
is there a shift in frequencies ???   there is heighten  electricity running through my body



and and accelerated heartbeat,,,just wondering

your newsletters bring so much joy ,,i thank you for it,,,,
something is happening,,something is coming,,,,

here was and still is a super high sound in my head
it came from my right side
i heard a very,very high most exquisite chime of a silver bell
you know like a clock chiming the time,,,,,perhaps
so 5 times and the last tone lasted long and blended with the
other sounds,,
it was so distinct ,,the sound so clear and pure
then it came a  2. time,,,that's when i payed more attention
i looked around to see where the sound was coming from
then realized it was inside,,,,
my whole brain ,my neuronet is on fire,,my whole body
is vibrating,,,i feel high and (i have a Headache)
i need to lay down,,,wow
i was just reading,,,studying the templates,,

thank you so much Crystalai
i send you all the Love you can possibly
receive,,

Elga

Yes! Yes!  This is wonderful affirmation for me,  as I have been in the 
process during sleep states of revisiting old scenarios and each night 
I recognize my interactions are more empowered in these dreams, 
the environments in which the interactions take place/scenarios are 
becoming less familiar, less like revisiting the old scenario, which I 
assumed yesterday was a sign of progress...this affirms my intuition.  
Also, my kids and I have been engaged in an evolving conversation 
about the fact that as long as we keep company with the sleeping 
friends we have, we are agreeing to participate in their reality...we are
beginning to really grasp how true it is that we can in fact choose to 
create our own reality, and that electing to opt out of the presented 
realities is now a must, as much as possible.  We must spend more 
time in our imaginal states, if you like.  Also, as you mentioned in your
response to the "great question" yesterday, I resonated with the fact 



that we must trust our feelings that things are not as they seem, not 
what they were...I live by this practice, and am always encouraging 
the kids to feel into what is really there, never mind what it looks like.  
And to abandon logic whenever possible, as it is the mechanism of 
our bondage. 

Good Morning Dear Crystalai sweetheart, i received your package 
yesterday i was so excited: 3, thank you for your USB Flash Drive, 
CD and a lovely Christmas Card. I am wishing you the same Happy 
New Year and Merry Christmas i wish you infinity of wishes and future
projects on your work. Right now i have a day off and i am using a 
Sony audio joiner to combine tracks from each album into a single 
album as whole. I only listened to one album but i can tell that these 
albums are very healing and beautiful and have very mysterious 
frequencies its just divine. Remember i told you that i only listen to 
your music, i haven't listened to Hertz music of any kind for 2 months 
and your albums already provide me all healing that i need and your 
healing is real, full, and actually works, my soul tingles and dances as
your music heals me. I will share with you some websites that i used 
to listen before i met you they are considered advanced but it will help
you with your future projects. This is my present for you it can give 
you variety of ideas also you can tell others that these sites don't fully
heal because most people are not awakened yet and they are 
brainwashed by fake light workers and new age music.  

Hi dear:) Crystalai. I felt amazing after Ascension Yoga, i felt more 
than 7 Chakras activating in my body along with Kundalini.  Cosmic 
Consciousness CD, Heavens Rainbows CD, Cosmic Butterfly CD, 
Morphing Into Heaven CD, Dance To The Stars CD, Crystal River 
CD, Mothers Day CD, The Rod And Staff CD, Painting Mandalas CD,
Merlin's Magic CD, and All is love and love is all CD. Will you sell 
your albums that are not on mp3 page in the future separately? Just 
asking, other than that i love you:) thanks for the album, i look forward
to your new DNA Healing album that you will release soon. Love and 
Blessings.  



Dear Crystalai thank you sweetheart i love you. I will tell you that i 
officially gave up listening to new age type music completely i cleared
most of my iPod i only keep your music files and tracks and some 
advanced new age anti aging mp3s., i only listen to your music now. 
Yesterday when i read your email about which music is better, i agree
your music is way better. This person co called Ascension Archangel 
does terrible frequencies its sounds as if he a dead drone i brought 
some of his tracks did nothing to help me with anti aging  they sound 
so harsh. I wasted  money on those useless new age works that 
never worked. I did feel partial healing from Hertzian frequencies but 
it was not enough.. Your albums that i brought so far helped me so 
much that i receive healing of any kind in minutes.

Hello Crystalai just finished listening to the all 3 tracks. I listen to your 
albums everyday, my well beings is revitalized, what i noticed is that 
yesterday when i was asleep i was dreaming that i was in cosmos. 
About 2 years ago I couldn't breathe the Hydrolaise when i was 
dreaming i immediately woke up. But today i breathed in space freely 
i also astral projected through cosmos. I also partially saw stars in 
space. While listening to your albums i also started to dream about 
the future events that my life encounters, sometimes it feels like deja 
vu. The music i listen to is meditation ethereal monaural, bin aural, 
and isochronic meditation, hertz, also music derived from plants and 
crystals and herbal oils. But your music is extremely advanced. 
Namaste. 

Good Morning Crystalai how are you:), i listened to the first part of the
Eternal album you sent me, it was amazing and now i understand 
why its Individual. I felt gentle revival energy flow through me 
instantly, i feel so revitalized. Thank you for the headphones, i will buy
them in the future, because most headphones that sell in stores are 
based on more bass and poor quality sound too unpleasant. I want 
ask one question, in the summer i was looking through your CD 
collection on you site and noticed the album called " Eternal Life 
Water Album " it has an Angel woven on the cover. And i was thinking
do you plan to make Eternal Life Water Album part of mp3 section? i 



don’t have any CD players or CD.   Other than that your work is 
awesome. Love and Blessings. 

Hello Crystalai thank you for the advice. I already united the 4 parts of
Eternal Album into one track, but i will rearrange them the way you 
said. I actually brought your Mermaid and Trance album and united 
the parts of the each album into one each. You are completely right 
85% of New Age light workers and music is fake, my soul can tell it. I 
listen to advanced monaural, bin aural, and isochronic hertz ambient 
tracks ill send you some tomorrow just to listen for fun. Which is why i
do extensive research in yoga music before buying. 

Dear Crystalai 

wow,,this is amazing,,,so,i guess the candle is my focus

before i start  i take a few breath,,into my blue brain,,let it move back 
through 

the pink brain ,,down the golden spiral ,the throat ,into my heart,,

that is how i take a conscious breath,,this is almost automatic,,

then,,when i feel the shift i start with the music,,,

i find that this also brings joy into my body,,it is uplifting,,,

i practice the Atomic Mirror,stage by stage with the music and the 
instruction,,

so when i start with the candle i go through the motion,,no 
thinking,,and kind of fast

i think that i prepare the path,,and Know it,,i make it so



then i start my meditation,,

i do not "work" at it,,or push it,,,,i am just so curious,,i expect nothing 
either

all that keeps me in my "thinking Brain"

there is one point there is a gap,,,one moment i am "here" and the 
next i am somewhere else

so i became aware that i was standing in this hallway,,taking in my 
environment,,,

it is amazing that i see all this details and remember after,,,

as i stand there,,i had no idea where i was,,,i saw on the end of the 
hallway the doorway

without door,,,the frequency of the light was so high,,it was 
shimmering,,you know,,similar

to a mirage in the desert,,,between  the white of the light i also saw 
crystal clear frequencies

they too were shimmering,vibrating 

the "person"  in the room was moving and i got the sense that others 
were there also,,,,

with those frequencies shimmering and vibrating i could not make out
this figure

i saw a white long garment or robe and over that a pale blue cloak 

it was folded back over the shoulder,,



the figure was doing something but i could not see,,,the light was so 
bright and the figure

was sort of blending in,,,

i hesitated to walk closer because i felt that i was intruding,,,,

i had the sense that it was masculine,,but i cannot say for sure,,,

i was not scared or anything,,,just feeling funny because i "dropped" 
in announced 

i knew it was a sacred place,,,

Dear Elga,

You have definitely graduated from the Candle and the Mirror. Now, it 
is time for you to begin to read the back of the cards.

Do you have a deck of cards?

The first two stages that you have gone through have shifted your 
angle of perception more than 45 degrees. That means you have 
moved into your parallel spiritual self.

When you can read the back of the cards it means you have shifted 
an entire 90 degrees. This means that you have moved completely 
into a new harmonic universe together with your Spiritual Self.

When you can keep your mind shifted into that angle of perception 
long enough to see the numbers on the back of the card float above 
the card, and see them clearly, this means you have completely 



broken free from this prison of the third dimension.

When you can read the back of one card you have had the 
experience. When you can keep your aesthetic focus long enough to 
read an entire Deck of Cards- 52 cards in a deck- that is when you 
are completely living in the Ascension Earth. That is when you can 
begin to take your body with you when you astral travel. That is when 
you can program your mind to move your body on to a space ship 
and meet entities from all parallel universes.

It is the ticket to Eternal Life- complete freedom.

And, it is required, as the first step in instant manifestation.

This is the place the mind needs to be to live in the Normal Sate of 
Ascension, Eternal Life and Instant Manifestation.

Most of the Light Worker (New Age) people are working on Evolution-
not Ascension.

Everyone will Evolve. However, if they do not learn how to Ascend in 
this lifetime. They will need to learn how to Ascend in the next life 
time.

I am just giving you the tools that will facilitate your shift in 
consciousness which is called Ascension. The meaning of Ascension 
is Shifting Consciousness up an octave into a new harmonic 



universe.

The music is always the first step, because I already shifted my 
consciousness into the path of dimensional frequencies that will most 
easily allow others to tune in to the frequencies of alignment. The 
music is already in the consciousness of several 90 degree shifts. It is
already in the realm of infinite possibilities.

Taking your own consciousness down into the Cosmic Core of the 
Earth's Crystal Heart becomes easier when you do the journey while 
listening to the music. This place in the Earth's Crystal Heart is where
your original consciousness of the 12 star systems is stationed. That 
is why we connect our consciousness down into the Earth's Cosmic 
core and then inhale that frequency of Consciousness up into the 
Earth's 12D Crystalline Grid to activate our complete consciousness 
and then wrap that envelop around and through the body in order to 
engage the oneness of ascending with the Earth.

Love,

Crystalai

Dear Crystalai !

warm greetings to you with all the obstacles and dramas around me,,,



perhaps in the new year,,that was the biggest stress for me

i met a psychic and she stopped when she saw me,,

wow,,that is cool,i never saw this in a human

your lungs are full of little sparkly diamonds,,,

i could only smile,,inside i was very surprised,,

You are truly the re-birth of the Diamond Race. You have opened the 
diamond doors in your Heart to Infinity through the Mind of God.

The proof of ascension can be seen in three stages. The second 
stage is the sparkling inside because the new diamond light that 
opens the doors into the zero point of hte Source Field after the old 
DNA has melted away, and the third stage is the Glowing- the skin 
actually glows. This means the new DNA is activated.

Dear Crystalai,,

warm greetings to you,,,

i like to share  with you what happen.. 

doing my candle meditation with the Trance Album,,

i actually managed a few times just for seconds ,,to see everything 
black

it felt like descending on me and then lifting off,,,

my head was sort of hurting and my eyes too,,as if

it was a great effort



am i trying too hard ????

then after a while i saw a UFO materializing from the right,,

moving slowly to the left

it was below the candle and flying behind,,it came out of something

not clouds,,,more like hmmm sand clouds ????

and while it was moving the "sand trail" behind seemed to complete 
the 

structure of the ship,,,,as if it came out from another space time or 
dimension,,

i was looking down on it,,so i saw the top,,

then i saw a  hmm hallway  very smooth with a rounded top,, really 
high,,

it was dark ,,underground,,,but on the end was a door way without 
door

it was very,very bright behind the doorway,,,i think it was a room,,

the light was reflecting on the walls of the tunnel or hallway,

the walls were shiny and sort of polished ,,,stone ?? wood ??

the color was a deep warm reddish brown,,perhaps like mahagony

very smooth,,

there seemed to be sections all the way,,i could see that on the 
shadow

those sections or ridges  made,,it looked beautiful,,and dust free,,



it was made on purpose,,very artful 

someone was standing in the room behind the doorway,,,the light was

so bright it was difficult to see

the figure seemed to be part of the light

i could make out a white garment with a blue robe over it  folded back

the figure was moving and i sensed other movements in the light

the light was moving as well,,,so everything seemed to be fluid,,,

really cool,,,,

do you think there is a meaning to it ???

thank you again for the  God Dream

it is so profound,,,the most beautiful Gift i have ever received in my 
life,,,

it is infinite,,,a forever,,,

with all my Love

Crystalai .

Dear Elga,

You went into anti matter- the dark room of creation. You walked 
down the hall of a temple and you met with your Christ Self. What you
did was exactly what we do when we die.

That is exactly what you are supposed to learn to do.



Your experience was absolutely perfect, as always.

It is natural for your head to hurt because you actually bending light 
with your mind. You are forcing a re-arrangement in your brain.

Next time you get to the place you arrived, speak to your Christ Self. 
The more you acknowledge and interact with this Spiritual Self, who 
is you, the Soul that is waiting for you on the other side of the Veil 
(which is the place in the atomic mirror).

You just went to the same place that you went in the atomic mirror. 
Did the Being seem to be the same? There are actually Infinite 
Versions of your Spiritual Self.

The more you get In Tune with and Become At One With your 
Spiritual Self (Who is You) the more powerful you will become, the 
more you will rise above the world and realize that you are living in 
your Cosmic Body. You should practice living in your Cosmic Body, 
36 inches above your head. This is another way to stay connected.

Love,

Crystalai

Dear Crystalai !

warm Greetings ,,,,,it is so good to hear from you



it is really amazing,,,,my thought was that you needed to get away 
from it all

when i tuned in,,,i saw DARK  and i did not FEEL you,,,

you really had unplugged,,,,

i think right now we are strangers in a strange land,,,,or no-mans-land

i have chronic displacement,,lol,,,the music and the sun remind me

where i am going,,,,

and cosmic alzheimer,,,,can't remember what i did 1hr, ago

time ?,,is confusing,,, is like an elastic,,,even more when it snaps 
back

and sometimes everything is kind of fluid and the walls move or aren't
there

and i run into it,,,,lol

so yes getting electricity from nowhere is not surprising,,,,at this point

everything is possible,,,,

the frequencies were off the chart and you got them,,,phenomenal,,,

and it fried your environment,,,,,wow,,,,

and please do not stop to share your " moan and groan " with me,,,

that 's what friends are for,,,and  i am your friend,,,,and very 
protective of you,,,

and most of all,,,i love you

with all my heart

warm greetings to you  Crystalai



my intention was to bring you a happy message,,,been thinking and 
thinking

how you could be known,,,,

the only option i found  (for now )  is to schedule an interview with 
Alexandra Meadors,

she gives regular interviews 

there you would also have the opportunity to talk about the 
seriousness of your work

and the requirements that are expected from the student

that would give a  clarity to the listeners if they want to pursue this 
road,,,

complainers would not even desire to "work"

that is the only thing i could come up with for now,,,

finally we had some sun,,,

i must say,,,i see the blue orb before i see the sun,,,,it takes a few 
moments

before i find the sun,,,

 to me the color has changed,,,i see a lot of gold,,liquid gold and a big
"halo" of

violet,,like your orb in you hands,,just darker

there is a constant change in colors

every time i blink there is a different color,,,,



the "disk" changes colors too,,,,from electric blue to ultra-violet,,to 
green

a few times now i see black

is that possible ????

the only way i can describe is,,,,that i see that behind the "disk is a 
"silver"sun

as if that "disk" which is changing in colors is covering the "silver" sun

and THIS frequencies are very,very intense,,,but i can hold my gaze,,,

just my eyes waver,,,

i can feel it in my whole body,,,i stop when my head aches,,,,

another thing i like to share

i listen to a album and gaze at the candle ,,and feel i am in  2  places 
at the same time,

doing  2  things at the same time,,,

i got distracted by my roommate and what it gave me was amazing

i had solid proof   of what you teach,,,you are where your mind is,,

when i "slammed" back into the room,,,,i was on "fire"

like all the dimensions we travel,,,,,is all real,,,i mean i am really IN 
the frequencies of this

dimensions,,,,and its very intense,,,

i could only feel it so clear because i crashed back into 3D,,,,it 
actually hurts,,,



and i say thank you to my roommate for this awareness,,,

( of course i forbid him to come even close to the room) LOL

ALL the music you produce moves through my whole body,,,it runs 
from the

top of the head to the tip of the toes,,,like a energy waterfall  

and millions of little arms open to receive ,,,

and i love Kryon,,,i always cry,,,perhaps that's why he calls himself   
Kry-on

the Love is overwhelming,,,

i had a dream about him

we were a group of people sitting in a meadow ,,i was very close to 
him

and All my chakras were open,,i felt embarrassed because since 
years now i never felt 

anything below my solar plexus,,but it was not sexual,,

then Kryon laid down on the ground ,,in the dust,,spreading his arms 
and never stopped

talking

funny thing is,,,i had no idea what he was talking about,,,not ONE 
single word,,,,

coming back to you,,,,perhaps it would be a good idea to call 



Alexandra

and have a talk,,,

with all my Love

Dear Crystalai

 

warm greetings to you,,,

i just read the newsletter Aurora Ascension Earth,,,it is thrilling

you described the journey of the atomic mirror,,,so exiting ,,,it brings a
whole new experience

to the "tool"

years ago ,,in a  "vision quest" i saw  2 suns,,,it was according to the 
position of the sun around 

2 pm,,,a very bright light made me turn and above me,,slightly to the 
north was another sun

much more brilliant 

i turned back south and there was the "normal sun" i turned north and
there was the other sun

no matter how often i repeated the turning ,,it stayed the same,,,just 
the sun above me was more

silver,,,



at another time i had a very clear picture of  2 setting suns,,,larger 
than the sun we see now

the earth was peaceful and well,,,,

as i foresaw the war in Iraq years before,,,,i guess i saw the 
ascension of our earth in the near future

as i had this vision years ago,,it was a very clear picture,,,

so i think all is well

lots of Love

dear Crystalai 

thank you,,thank you for sharing,,,,,it makes me feel even closer to 
you

i am so glad that you are still human  LOL,,,so i have you around for a
while

longer,,,,

about all those visions and experiences,,they just happen,,,

but when you bring all this high energies and manifest those in your 
breath

well,,i cannot do that

when you see Zorak on the cloud and you talk with him and when you
talk to Mary

and the Angels,,i cannot do that,,when you see 
spaceships,lightships,,i cannot do that



when you actually bring those high frequencies on a CD or 
download,,,wow,,i cannot do that

when i think i really screwed up and you bring this amazing answers 
back to me,i cannot do that

so thank you for being human too,,,we need you here,,,and i want to 
learn so much more,,,

i had a beautiful experience today

my heart is expanding again,,no more pain in my chest,,

no resistance anymore,,

i read a letter from God asking for assistance to bring more Love,,

i don't shoot the messenger ,,i listen to the message,,

so as i was reading i shifted,,it became a one on one dialoge

and when God ask me to be his vessel for his Love

i just simply relaxed and opened myself

waves upon waves upon waves of Love energy streamed through me

non local from above,just around and through me

my heart expanded,,,so much as if there was only heart

no emotions or excitement just

so much Love and Peace

i toke deep,deep breath,,taking in all this beautiful,golden-silver 



energy

and breathed out through my heart and my mouth,,(i learned that 
from you lol)

the energy expanded and expanded,,and i with it ,,it engulfed the 
whole planet

then i just cradled the planet in my arms and loved Every living thing

i embraced and loved all the darkness too,,,

now my "mind" could say it was a visualisation ,,,then i say back to 
my mind

it is real,,it is here now,,,why???  because i say so,,,because i KNOW
it

when i Know it,,it is,,that's why i Know it,,,,makes sense ?

end of discussion,,,,LOL

but my heart is expanding,,,i ask every day  my Higher Self ,my 
Guides ,all Angels,,,God

to assist me expanding my heart so i can love more,,,

i like you to know,,i am very very strong in my will,in my psyche

i would be dead now,,,i cannot be manipulated anymore,,i have 
learned too much

and come too far in my knowledge and evolution even so it is just the 
beginning,,,



and no,,i did not realize that i am the only one that understands your 
writings

i will write a "letter to you" (to the members) about the way i learn and
what i do,,,

so now,,,we come to the healing part,,,

i never told you about me,,

by occupation i am a dental assistant and hygienist with a 3 1/2 year

schooling and training in dentistry and conventional medicine,,

that was so 50 years ago...wow,,  time flies ,,

later i found out that i had some healing in my hands so i learned 
massages,,

structure alignment ,,i studied acupuncture and pressure,,and kept 
those

principals in my massages,,

i worked with dying people,,cancer patients, elderly,feeding people in 
the

hospital,,

helped elderly through massage to walk again,,,,i remember one 
woman

came to me wanting a massage 3 days before her breast surgery

they wanted to remove both breast because they were full of cysts 

i gently massaged her breasts and also to get the feel of what it is 
like,,



oh,she said you are healing me,,,,out of my mouth came ,,,no,,i ye 
faith

ye shall be healed,,,  i did not want that responsibility 

the next day she called,,,,Elga what did you do??,,all my cysts are 
gone

the doctor cancelled the surgery

all i could say was  in ye faith ye are healed,,,

thinking back i had some very rewarding experiences and changed 
the

life of many people

funny that this is all coming out now as i write to you,,,

and Now,,,please just listen

there is not so much to say,,i will now talk about,,,,Kartron

Kartron is not an entity,,,,he is an energy from the realm of Essence

and speaks through Patrick

Patrick was in Sedona i think,,in or by a vortex and he had the 
experience of a Walk in

he calls it a Run in,,,,it was kind of traumatic,,but that is my word,,,,

it was not funny at all,,,

he had been channeling for quiet a while,,then one day this energy 
came through

Patrick did not like it and did not want it and it toke a long time for him
and lots of hard

work to bring this energy through,,,i had listen to some of the early 
work and it was  tough



to say the least,,,i always check out before i give myself the ok.

(with you it was like,,,i did not even finish the article and i was in your 
website)

reading,,listening,,reading for days,,went bananas,,ordered 2  albums
Ecstazze and the

6 Avatars Album,,,a week later i ordered my beautiful Eternal Live 
Album )

so this energy installs sacred geometry into Patrick body to 
animate,,,they agreed on the name 

Kartron and he chose the character of an english gentleman ,,,his 
jokes and funniness came from

the stored memories of Patrick's mind,,,,

sometimes the don't work so he sends them back to ferment as he 
says 

we did a lot of grid work and cleaning the grounds of all the past 
bloodshed 

and teachings,,,and other work,,,i don't remember,,there was so 
much

after the series was finished there were no more webcasts,,,the group
was,,,well ,,,you know

yourself,,,no seed can grow when it falls on dry soil,,,,

that was about the time when i met you,,i so prayed for it,,,,

Rebekah and Patrick are beautiful people...Rebekah is a heart on 
legs,,,,



i think it would be nice if you could get in touch with them

Wayne could try,,,but i think like you..he should see a doctor for 
diagnosis

i could call him and we can talk,,,

this was not easy for me to talk about Kartron,,,but perhaps you can 
see for yourself

you spoke with Trep,,,

Crystalai,,i love you sooo much  (and i feel very protective of you)

now i have something to say that is embarrassing,,,

i have a very serious kidney and bladder infection and had

high fever,,,

its been there since a while,,,i thought it is ascension symptoms

when i passed out i felt to see the doctor,,we had an argument

and i got him to give me a blood and urine test,,,and the next day

he was gone in vacation,,

i felt very sick,,the pharmacy has a file on me and refused to

give me the antibiotics as they were not good for me

that's when i ask my guides and Higher Self to help me

make a long story short

i found just the right doctor and everything went like clock work

i was taken care of so well that i cried,,

in my head i had hundreds of merkabas and they all need oiling



i went to bed fully dressed on top my house coat on top my winter 
coat

i was freezing

i don't remember what fever feels like or being sick,,,anyway,,my 
fever is down

the pain is less,,,

i was wondering if my Eternal Life Album would be the right music 
now

or do you have a suggestion,,,

i think i can handle the music now,,,,,

this really is a wake up call for me...

and again i experienced the Divine help

and i know that i am loved

It is a common Ascension Symptom to have pain in the bladder and 
kidneys. I have been going through the same thing. I have had sixth 
dimensional angels whispering, screaming and singing in my ears for 
seven years saying DRINK MORE WATER or you will die.

This transition is all about the WATER. The transformation of the 
neuronets is done through spiritual water, the transformation of the 
biosphere, atmosphere, everything is done through the water.

The meaning of Christ turned the water into wine means our blood 
crystals are being transposed into the Christic Blood made of stardust



and the water is changed to H2O2HE3.

Think about the pressure that is placed on the kidneys and bladder 
when all of the water is being flushed out of the body and a brand 
new water is being installed. These are real things that are going on, 
even though we can't see them. We are feeling them, bu our kidneys 
and bladder hurting.

I was told to drink three gallons a day. I did this for a while. I didn't 
drink it all at once. I drank one cup of water about every ten minutes 
day and night because I WAS SO THIRSTY.

I am sure that the angels arranged this THIRST in me to make sure I 
drank enough water. It was so frustrating. I had to get out of bed 
every fifteen minutes and drink more water.

That process ended about two months ago. Now I'm having a hard 
time forcing myself to drink just because I'm not thirsty. So, I'm so 
grateful for their help in making me thirsty.

So, it is all about the water right now.

LISTEN TO MAGIC MERMAID JOURNEY and the ETERNAL LIFE 
WATERS.

You are ready to focus on moving into your violet brain area and 
seeing from the Mind of God. This should make the room look black 
because you are seeing the anti matter- the spiritual substance of 
creation.



Keep working on moving into anti matter faster and faster until you 
automatically only see one light and the rest darkness. The one light 
would be either the candle or a light in the room.

When you are sure you are continuously seeing anti matter go back 
to the process of walking through the mirror into oneness with your 
Christ Body. Now, practice looking back at your self through the eyes 
of your Christ Body.

Next, use this exact same process when you hold a card up. Your 
Christ Body is looking at you from the other side of the card. This 
means that you can see the other side of the card. The Mind of God 
sees 360 degrees at all times. So the Mind of God can see the back 
of the Card.

When you shift your perception into the Frequency Specific Mid 
Brain, and into the focus of Infra Red to see the Blue Sun you are 
shifting your perception from your eyes into your Third Eye.

All of these steps of transposing the way you see are activating your 
Third Eye- your Eyes of God. This is why you will be able to see the 
numbers on the back of the card.

Those who have been successful in learning to read the back of the 
cards have been those who worked on the process day and night non
stop for about three days.



It takes longer if you shift your perception back and forth from the anti
matter to the matter or the spiritual to the physical.

CAUTION- DO NOT DRIVE A CAR for at least one hour after you do 
these activities. You will see blue spheres in your window and you will
NOT BE ABLE TO DRIVE YOUR CAR.

Just keep studying the steps in the book and asking questions.

You are truly the re-birth of the Diamond Race. You have opened the 
diamond doors in your Heart to Infinity through the Mind of God.

It is a common Ascension Symptom to have pain in the bladder and 
kidneys. I have been going through the same thing. I have had sixth 
dimensional angels whispering, screaming and singing in my ears for 
seven years saying DRINK MORE WATER or you will die.

This transition is all about the WATER. The transformation of the 
neuronets is done through spiritual water, the transformation of the 
biosphere, atmosphere, everything is done through the water.



The meaning of Christ turned the water into wine means our blood 
crystals are being transposed into the Christic Blood made of stardust
and the water is changed to H2O2HE3.

Think about the pressure that is placed on the kidneys and bladder 
when all of the water is being flushed out of the body and a brand 
new water is being installed. These are real things that are going on, 
even though we can't see them. We are feeling them, bu our kidneys 
and bladder hurting.

I was told to drink three gallons a day. I did this for a while. I didn't 
drink it all at once. I drank one cup of water about every ten minutes 
day and night because I WAS SO THIRSTY.

I am sure that the angels arranged this THIRST in me to make sure I 
drank enough water. It was so frustrating. I had to get out of bed 
every fifteen minutes and drink more water.

That process ended about two months ago. Now I'm having a hard 
time forcing myself to drink just because I'm not thirsty. So, I'm so 
grateful for their help in making me thirsty.

So, it is all about the water right now.

LISTEN TO MAGIC MERMAID JOURNEY and the ETERNAL LIFE 
WATERS.



Thank you for sharing your ascension adventures.

You can continue the course for free. Just keep working on the steps 
that I have given to you in the book.

You are ready to focus on moving into your violet brain area and 
seeing from the Mind of God. This should make the room look black 
because you are seeing the anti matter- the spiritual substance of 
creation.

Keep working on moving into anti matter faster and faster until you 
automatically only see one light and the rest darkness. The one light 
would be either the candle or a light in the room.

When you are sure you are continuously seeing anti matter go back 
to the process of walking through the mirror into oneness with your 
Christ Body. Now, practice looking back at your self through the eyes 
of your Christ Body.

Next, use this exact same process when you hold a card up. Your 
Christ Body is looking at you from the other side of the card. This 
means that you can see the other side of the card. The Mind of God 
sees 360 degrees at all times. So the Mind of God can see the back 
of the Card.

When you shift your perception into the Frequency Specific Mid 
Brain, and into the focus of Infra Red to see the Blue Sun you are 
shifting your perception from your eyes into your Third Eye.



All of these steps of transposing the way you see are activating your 
Third Eye- your Eyes of God. This is why you will be able to see the 
numbers on the back of the card.

Those who have been successful in learning to read the back of the 
cards have been those who worked on the process day and night non
stop for about three days.

It takes longer if you shift your perception back and forth from the anti
matter to the matter or the spiritual to the physical.

CAUTION- DO NOT DRIVE A CAR for at least one hour after you do 
these activities. You will see blue spheres in your window and you will
NOT BE ABLE TO DRIVE YOUR CAR.



Eternal Life Programming

If you would like to learn more about the THIRD DIMENSIONAL 
SCIENTIFIC beliefs about DNA, cells, and how the shortening of the 
telomerse changes immortality into mortality, you might like to use 
this link. I think it is the best one to help you see the BIG picture. The 
diagrams even use the terms mortal and immortal cells.

http://learn.genetics.utah.edu/content/chromosomes/telomeres/

We can now change that old process of shortening the length of the 
telomerse into the continuous youthing process by simply 
communicating with our cells. Our cells and our DNA and our 
neuronets are all one creation machine. This creation machine had a 
bad program placed in it that was only supposed to last until about 
2017.

We have the divine right to have that program completely changed 
within our cellular structure by 2017. This is how we transpose our 



mortal body into the immortal body. It is done by connecting the ends 
of the DNA into the etheric DNA that extend far beyond the body into 
the Stars and beyond. Our DNA strands actually look like a bridge 
into the stars and beyond. They are much much more than what 
scientists can see with their very dense version of reality.

Tell your cells that they have your permission to begin to connect with
the Eternal Life Programming that makes your body new and perfect.

Talk out loud to your cells-- which are also your neuronets and DNA.

SHIFTING INTO OUR TIME OF MANIFESTATION

During 2015-2017, the entire universe will shift forward into a new 
time matrix, a new Cosmic Template, a new Omniversal Reality. 
Earth's pulsation speed of particle base will be raised into higher 
dimensional time cycles. 

This time period also offers the greatest opportunity for the return of 
our ability of Instant Manifestation because the portals will all align 
into the zero point of creation where the three primal sound fields 
break through the outer Cosmic Band and into the White Light of 
Source Consciousness.



Manifestation happens each moment-each nano second. With each 
breath we take, we can each design any complete new reality that we
wish. After the new reality is created, the creator must inhale that 
reality back through the outer band of primary sound and into the 
Cosmic Creation fields. At that moment, an explosion of a new reality 
manifests. First, as the white light interacts  with the blue light of the 
fifteenth dimension, it creates a sphere that explodes into rays and 
sparks like fireworks. This new sphere of creation frequency weaves 
itself into the golden and violet flames of the fourteenth and thirteenth
dimensions. 

The idea that is created in Source Consciousness becomes a 
manifest form in Cosmic Consciousness. That manifestation that was 
made of white light that is completely invisible becomes a more 
tangible idea in Cosmic Consciousness which begins to manifest in 
visible forms after passing through the gamma waves and infra red 
spectrum. The manifest reality becomes visible in the hertizian fields 
of the three dimensional form. When each sphere has a higher or 
lower frequency, the spheres are separated. But, during this special 
moment of harmonic unison that allows our entire Cosmos to sing 
together a new song and begin the creation of a new reality. That new
song or new frequency, aligns the spheres into a new time vector. 
This time vector will only include the perfect Angelic Races. The 
Fallen Angelics and the problems they have created will not exist in 
this new reality.

All creations come into manifestation from the highest frequency. 
Once the individual creates the idea that he desires to have manifest 
as a frequency form - a morphogenetic imprint - an idea. That idea is 
created by the electrical coding placed into the morphogenetic 
frequency field. This idea is coated in the frequency specific mid 
brain. This idea can be aligned directly to the Source Field of 
Creation where Source makes this encoded idea become a manifest 
able reality. Next, the individual must inhale that morphogenetic field 
that is encoded through the primal sound fields of crystal liquid light, 
crystal dust and crystal gel. This idea is held within these three 
spheres of creation energy holding the morphogenetic frequency 



field. Those three spheres are held in the crystal heart until they are 
felt and known. Next, the individual must inhale the three spheres into
the mid brain and allow some time for the movie or idea that is being 
created or developed to form. Next the idea can be exhaled back out 
into the three crystal spheres of morphogenetic creation energy. That 
exhale is the breath that holds the music of the spheres. That is the 
frequency that allows the forms that have been created on other 
dimensions to become manifest in this density. This is the creation 
formula that I was given personally from my family of  Elohei-Elohim 
Angels. This is the formula that they taught me to use to create music
that brings the highest frequency to Earth and to create the 
frequencies that raise transmute the cellular structure of an individual 
to prepare for the transfiguration process that allows ascension into 
higher dimensions.

Once the breaths are formed onto the morphogenetic imprint of the 
crystal spheres the tones of the breaths transform into a frequency of 
transfiguration. The blueprint of the new reality now exists within the 
breath of creation. The Breath must be created as the frequency 
specific mid brain connects its dream stream directly into the Source 
Field of creation. This dream stream is the Mind of God that brings 
the creation into the template of the manifestos.

The idea will never manifest unless the dream stream into the 
frequencies of Source is continuously maintained. We have been 
directed by our Creation Team at the Cosmic Mystery School of the 
Omniverse to create the Individual's Dream Stream through the 
frequencies placed on the Individual ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM at 
cosmicdolphinmagic.ning.com. These frequencies that we collect 
through the directions of the Elohei-Elohim Angels, of the Individual 
are aligned into Source Consciousness to create the Dream Stream  
which will allow the individual to become saturated with these 
frequencies of creation continuously. This is how our Oraphim Angelic
families created Universes.

SHIFT INTO MULTI -DIMENSIONALITY



As we rise up into our Multi Dimensional Consciousness between 
2015-2017,  what has seemed to be the only reality in this third 
dimensional dream will become only a speck of the possible realities 
that will become realized. Most of what has seemed to be the only 
reality on Earth was created by metatronic frequencies performed 
through reverse spin technology of fallen angelics. The perception of 
those on Earth has been blocked from the creations of higher 
frequency manifestations through veils, seals, misalignments, 
Metatronics and a long list of demonic technology. The realities that 
have place in the upper cerebellum of the brain must become 
dissolved and replaced through the frequency specific mid brain 
technology that allows direct and continuous communication and 
manifestation through the Mind of God. The present reality fields that 
are being recycled as one looks around himself and keeps creating 
the same old reality over and over again will become dissolved into 
higher and higher realities.

These new realities that will become manifest by those who learn to 
use the Divine Technology in their brain will come from other 
dimensions. We can manifest any part of any other reality that has 
ever existed. We can manifest the most wonderful culture based on 
the Lyran Sirian perfect model. We can manifest becoming the 
original Oraphim Race who spent their time dreaming new realities. 
We can collect all of our favorite realities from each and every 
Universal System in our Race Lines. We can combine creations of 
advanced technology of the most advanced systems and the 
sweetness of the Aquafarians and Oraphim Dolphins. We get to make
individual and collective utopias. We can create the most magical, 
fabulous reality systems that we can dream up. 

First, we must learn how to create the dream stream through this 
alignment into the highest frequency of Source Consciousness. There
will be no creations manifesting that are not created through the Mind
of God. Only Fallen Angelics create through methods that require the 
use of energy from other entities. For millions of years, the human 
race has been used as a source of energy for Fallen Angelic groups. 
We have not even experienced a normal reality system. 



The present consciousness of this world has been locked inside a 
narrow little spectrum of reality. We see this man made world and we 
think that we can only re-create thinks that look like what they looked 
like in the day before. We think that making an improvement within 
the present reality is some type of achievement. In the normal 
kingdoms, an entity can create any new reality that has never been 
seen the day before. In multi dimensional consciousness we can form
our days on what we saw on another star in another advanced 
civilization. We can combine all ideas from all other reality systems 
into new ideas that have never been created before. This Angelic 
Human Race was once the Oraphim Race who were the greatest 
creators in the Universe. This is what we will begin to become once 
again.

We can now create, manifest, possess all of the qualities, attributes, 
abilities, intelligence of any and all of any previous idea that existed 
any time in the past or any time in the future. All time is available to 
be manifested in the present. All present realities are created from the
past. All future realities are seen from the present. We actually have 
multiple selves that go into the past and into the future time and 
space realities. We have imprints of our selves in all other 
dimensions. We have friends and family in all other dimensions. We 
have had a veil put over our consciousness that has caused us to 
forget who we really are. We have been governed by fallen angelics 
for a very long time.

Stellar Wave Infusions bring areas of the brain out of dormancy. We 
will have six of these stellar wave infusions on December 21, 2012. 
Our mid brain, which is frequency specific will begin to absorb all of 
the frequencies from all of the other dimensions in our Cosmic Matrix.
The frequency specific brain will become the movie camera of the 
new realities that will form around each individual reality field. The 
pituitary will blossom and become the movie projector for the Mind of 
God to make God's Movie.

During our Involution away from Source Consciousness, our brain 
has been recycling old information over and over again. When we 



begin our Evolution toward Source, we gain more and more 
frequencies of higher consciousness each and every day. These 
frequencies allow us to create more new realities as we are able to 
see them manifest in our mid brain through the direct dream stream 
of Source Frequencies through our Higher Self. We learn to bring our 
higher self down into our body to allow this luminary body to guide 
and direct us through the Mind of God. Our new luminary body will 
allow us to do things that we couldn't do in three dimensions.

Our time vector is connected into the present past and future vectors.
We can choose the most joyous perfect future to manifest by aligning 
consciousness into the highest frequency of Source while creating 
the new reality that you form in your consciousness as always 
existing in the present past and future. The heroic future that is being 
created for us is the Christos realignments of humanity into the 12 
strand angelic freedom and joy and the Lyran -Sirian perfect cultural 
model which is already manifest in the future vector, which allows this
reality to manifest in this present vector. So, the future Earth can be 
any reality that we choose to manifest it to be. We manifest every 
reality in to our own present time vector in the same way.

We can connect and realign our present into any desirable future of 
the past or future time vectors. We can align into the perfect Oraphim 
Primal Sound Field of our original Angelic Race who could manifest 
through dream streams the most wonderful creations of our universe. 
We can connect and realign our present into the already manifest 
12DNA or 48DNA that exists in past time vectors. We can manifest 
the joy and freedom that exists in the future time vectors and the 
wonderful cultural models created by the Lyran -Syrian’s past time 
vector. We can pull the realities out of any of the time vectors of any 
of the harmonic universes of our galactic, universal or cosmic 
spheres.

Our  Creation Family are the Wizards who would like to teach us all 
how to be the grand new creators in this new universe. The Cosmic 
Mystery School of the Omniverse was formed to allow the teachings 
of our Cosmic Creation Families to teach us co-creation techniques 



as they show us how their original creation of the most supreme 
Angelic Human was meant to be. We are moving into Omniversal 
Consciousness, where all 12 Star Gates are connecting our 
consciousness into the Omniversal Consciousness of our new 
Utopia.

The third dimensional mind can only conceive of the visible realm. 
When many of us transfigure into the  light bodies that transpose us 
into the fifth and sixth dimensions. Now we will shift our 
consciousness into realms that have been unknown and invisible to 
us before. We will be able to see our Guardian and Creator Races 
who have been our families for millions of years. 

The invisible will become as real as the visible, as the Earth's fastest 
particles begin to transfer to hyperspace and our Universal memory is
transmitted through the Earth's grids. We will be regaining our Divine 
Blue Print that makes us able to manifest anything we want, any time 
we want. We will become the race who creates light and energy 
through their own bio fields. We will become creators of new realities 
such as apple trees that grow lemon pies -- or any idea we come up 
with.

How will this shift take place? We will spin through multiple reality 
fields that will remain invisible to one another, as we break free from 
old illusions planted in harmonic universe one through metatronic 
frequencies. As we shed the metatronic frequencies that have been 
locking our Consciousness into a narrow visible spectrum, we will 
unfold into a New Earth that contains a multi dimensional spectrum of
invisible and visible realities.

As we move onto Future Earth, our bodies will go through a light 
transfiguration process  that will transform our atomic structure. This 
change will happen instantly -- not gradually. This means every nano 
second we transform again and again and again until we are 
completely transformed. Since we only know what we see at the 
moment, we will never be aware of the transformations. However, you
can make your self aware by watching, listening and knowing what to 



be looking for. The carbon based structure of the mortal body will be 
changed into the crystal based eternal life chemical and biological 
forms. This will be our first pull into the future, as our particles spin 
faster and faster through the angular rotation of particle spin that 
rearranges our biology, chemistry and scenery.

Our pituitary gland will blossom and open our third eye to gain the 
spiritual vision of the  Mind of God when we raise our frequencies to 
transmute the lower into the higher frequencies of Source. We will 
create a continuous dream stream between what we desire to create 
in our dreams to blossom into full manifestation in any of the 
multidimensional reality fields. 

Please join us  to learn how the highest frequencies retrieved from 
the Primal Sound Fields of Source can transform your body into the 
Light Vehicle of Transfiguration and Instant Manifestation. This is the 
first step needed to enter the Cosmic Mystery School of the 
Omniverse, which will bring the teachings of our Creation Families to 
Earth. 



ETERNAL LIFE INDIVIDUALIZED

First draw 12 petals which are quite large. Next draw 12 more petals
on top of these that are a bit smaller. Keep drawing 12 more petals
until you have drawn 12 layers of 12 petals. Each layer of petals is a
bit smaller than the one below it because the petals represent the
frequency  length  of  the  dimension  that  it  is  associated  with.  The
bottom layer of petals is very large because the frequencies are very
long and slow. The next layer of frequencies are a little shorter and
faster. The 12th  layer is extremely short and fast.

Now think of each petal as an entity. Each entity has an individual
frequency signature. So each of the 12 petals on the bottom layer
have  a  unique  frequency  signature,  even  though  it  is  a  slow
frequency.  You could  color  each  of  the  petals  a  different  color  to
remind you that each has its own unique identity.

The  Divine  Blue  Print  is  represented  by  this  lotus  blossom.  The
complete  Divine  Blue  Print  includes  all  144  petals  in  the  lotus
blossom. The Divine Blue Print activates when all 144 petals become
One brand new frequency signature. As long as the petals remain
separated, they remain inactive.

In order to activate the individual selves within your Divine Blue Print
we oscillate the frequencies of the lowest petal up through all petals
into the highest petal. We do this from the lowest to the highest of
each of the twelve petals. We weave all of these frequencies into one
brand new frequency.



This can only be done through the breath of Consciousness, because
the  breath  can  carry  the  exact  frequencies  from  one  entity's
frequency signature and exhale those exact frequencies. In order to
do  this  we  connect  our  consciousness  into  attunement  with  the
Elohim of Hearing.

When we create an Individualized Immortality Album (ETERNAL LIFE
ALBUM) the frequency signatures of  the Lotus Blossom belong to
that One Individual. The Album is created for that Individual, and it is
private and personal  information for  that  one individual  to connect
with all 144 of their Divine Selves to bring the At One Ment of their
Divine Blue Print into their Crystal Cells.

The activation of the Divine Blue Print creates the potential of a Full
Spectrum Light Reality where the invisible and visible become united.
This  allows  the  Consciousness  to  expand  completely  into  the
Universal, Cosmic and Source Domains of Infinite Reality.

Please remember that this is creating Potential. The Guarantee of it
happening  lies  within  the  Individual  becoming  willing  to  see  the
Invisible growing from the specks of light into Orbs and into rainbows
until they can see a complete Morphogenetic Field growing around
them pulling them into the Frequencies of the Ultra Violet Blue Wave
and the Gamma Wave and into the White Light of a New Creation.

This has happened for aDolphino and Crystalai over the past three
years.  The  new  atmosphere  of  our  Light  Bodies  and  the  new
Hydrolaise Atmosphere of Aquafaria are appearing more and more as
our New Reality each day. It was a steady process of seeing a few
more specks of light each day. We could at first stare into the Sun
and see  tiny  little  specks of  light  energy.  Next,  we could  see the
specks growing into tiny little orbs. Next, we could see little entities
inside of each orb. They looked like tiny little embryos. It  was like
watching a birth of tiny little fairies all around us. We could see these
realities more and more each day until we began to see fairies and
unicorns.  We  could  see  the  hydrolaise  in  the  atmosphere.  The
hydrolaise is a completely different chemical structure than exists in



our third dimensional atmosphere. The consciousness must shift into
the 12-15 dimensions to be able to see and feel  this  atmosphere
which is three parts nitrogen and one part oxygen. So far, we can
only see it. We know we see it because the entities who are flying
and swimming around us are in a different atmosphere than we are.

When we can walk out of our third dimensional body by shifting more
and  more  into  the  full  lotus  blossom  spectrum,  our  body  will
transmute into a form that can actually walk into the same dimension
with the entities that we can see in the Quantum Field around us.

Each day we can see the atmosphere in our house becoming thicker
and thicker with more layers of energy fields. The energy fields are
forming into the realities that we desire to place within them.

The training that I received from my Elohim Team taught me to hold
these crystal spheres of energy in my hands and in my heart and to
breathe into my hands the reality that I wanted to be created by the
crystal light,  crystal dust and crystal gel.  These spheres of energy
contain  the  creative  power  that  removes  pain,  transmutes  and
transforms into a new reality and creates a new reality.

Now, I will explain this harmonic attunement another way. There are
five spheres in  the music of  the spheres of  the Cosmos.  Each of
these five spheres - or harmonic universes- contain three dimensions.
Harmonic Universe One contains three dimensions- 1,2,3. Harmonic
Universe  Two  contains  three  dimensions  -  4,5,6.  Three  contains
dimensions 7,8,9. Harmonic Universe Four contains 10,11, and 12
and Harmonic Universe Five contains 13,14 and 15.

Please note that the Divine Blue Print is a Universal Template created
in the Christic 12th dimension of the Fourth Sphere. There would be
144 selves or petals in those four spheres. However, the music of the
spheres always requires the base tone of the higher sphere to pull
the  lower  sphere  up  into  resonance.  So  we  also  acquire  the
frequencies  of  the  Cosmic  Sphere  in  order  to  pull  the  Universal
Sphere  into  Attunement.  We  do  this  by  combining  all  of  the
frequencies from the lotus blossom petals and placing them into a



new sphere and then creating a sphere of Cosmic Frequencies and
pulling the Universal into Attunement with the Cosmic Frequencies.
Finally,  we call on Source Consciousness and pull all  of the lower
frequencies into attunement with the Infinite Unknown to create White
Light.

We achieve this by aligning our Consciousness through the Elohim of
Hearing and then oscillating the strings of frequencies through the
process of transmutation of the lowest being pulled into the highest.
However, each individual frequency signature or petal is completely
within the multitudes of frequency signatures.

We can re-create our Divine Blue Print this way, and we can also
learn to use this same process of creating with the morphogenetic
spheres  of  creation  to  create  our  new  Crystal  Reality.  Once  we
absorb the frequencies of the Divine Blue Print, we can exhale them
into the atmosphere around us and walk into them. When we listen to
the Immortality CD's, we can hear the standing wave patterns and the
morphogenetic fields of a brand new consciousness and we can walk
out of the low, slow waves into the high fast waves of the complete
Divine Blue Print.

When an individual purchases an INDIVIDUALIZED IMMORTALITY
ALBUM  they receive one 48 -55 minute  album. The album is broken
into 12 four minute sections or 12 four minute songs. This makes it
possible  to  send  the  mp3  songs  as  emails  or  the  mp3  can  be
purchased  as  one  complete  48  minute  album.  We  create  the
INDIVIDUALIZE ETERNAL LIFE ALBUM in mp3.

The process of creating these albums is very time consuming and
extremely energy consuming. If you would imagine having a one hour
Akashic Reading with a Spiritual Medium. Some of you have had one
of these or given one of these. That one hour is how long it takes to
create  the  alignment  in  our  consciousness  through  the  Elohim  of
Hearing and through your higher selves to create the perfection of the
breathe that holds the frequency of One Single Petal up through the



12 petals above it. We must do that once with each petal in order to
create the perfect alignment. It takes us a minimum of two or three
weeks. This requires keeping our atmosphere of our home and our
recording studio  completely  Cosmic  and we must  keep our  minds
completely out of the world all of the time. The price of these Albums
may sound expensive to anyone who hasn't already paid $250 for a
one hour Akashic Reading. But, if you realize the difference between
the Consciousness Level needed for the reading and the breathing of
pure Consciousness,  you will  realize that  this  is  very,  very cheap.
There is nothing more valuable than to activate the Potential of their
Divine Blue Print to come into their realization and their utilization. We
are talking about bringing the Kingdom of Heaven into the Lives of
those who are dedicated to this mission.

This is not to say that listening to any and all of the mp's and CD's at
crystalmagicorchestra.com that we have created and placed for sale
on this site are not also very helpful in the process of aligning DNA
into higher neuronets, activating ascension processes, activating the
crystal  cells,  etc.  However,  those  albums  were  created  for  Mass
Consciousness.  We must  have the permission of  the Individual  in
order to connect with their Individual Higher Selves contained within
the 144 frequency signatures of their Divine Blue Print.

Please join us at our site to read the hundreds of testimonies of those
who have purchase their Individualized Eternal Life Album and other
albums.  Testimonies  have  ranged  from  curing  cancer,  raising  the
dead, immediate income increase, increasing perception far beyond
the visible into the invisible light spectrum, etc. etc.

The 48 DNA activation process is set in motion to become continuous
and  eternal  by  the  frequency  alignments  woven  into  the
Individualized Immortality Albums. It is actually the angelic family of
the individual who does the activation continuously and completely.
We channel and breathe one harmonic thread of  each  frequency
signature of the individual's harmonic family at a time. It usually takes
at  least  twenty  minutes  per  signature.  There are  36 signatures  in
each harmonic universe. And there are 5 harmonic universes. The



alignment  of  these  180  harmonic  signatures  results  in  the  Full
Spectrum  of  Light  and  Sound  that  realigns  the  individual  into
Oneness with the Divine Template of Universal Consciousness. We
really only need 144 harmonic frequency signatures to align into the
perfect divine blue print. However, we oscillate completely out into the
Cosmic  Realm  to  pull  the  Universal  Template  completely  into
Attunement  with  Source.  We  are  preparing  for  a  full  alignment
beyond the 24 DNA strands into the 48 DNA which lift an individual
into the potential for the alignment into a divine template that will be
able to step in and out of their body at will. We align the frequencies
completely  into  Source  through  96DNA of  the  complete  Spiritual
Template to create the template of the entity who can Orb and de-
manifest from Light Body to a Holographic Body of Form. This is the
highest potential for ascension.

The  word  POTENTIAL  is  KEY  to  this  entire  process.  There  are
millions of starry entities who have been working on this Ascension
Project for millions of years. In order for it to be successful, those who
ascend into positions of Guardian Masters who will be leading their
sheep into the kingdom of heaven, those who obtain the necessary
DNA will be required to climb the ladder into purity of Consciousness
through the  desire  to  become One.  This  means the  desire  to  be
removed completely from the little personality ego and rise into the
EGO of I AM Consciousness.

We  transform  into  the  Divine  Blue  Print  by  walking  into  those
frequencies and staying there.  This  means the mind must  stay in
alignment with Universal Consciousness, Cosmic Consciousness and
Source at all times. This doesn't mean we get to jump back and forth
and listen to war stories part of the time and then jump back into the
heavenly realm every now and then. We create our  new kingdom
through the Consciousness Movies that we project from our minds. If
we continue to project war movies, we will be placing that frequency
out into the world. If we continuously project the Heaven Frequencies
of the Divine Template, we will  be projecting God's Movie into the
World.



It should also be known that once you make the choice to raise your
frequencies by listening to Cosmic Frequencies, that it will hurt you
when you go back to old worn out pendants, crystals, alpha rhythms
and any other technology that is not purely created through Divine
Mind and the Elohim of Hearing.  You can't be jumping back and forth
between one reality  or  belief  and the other.  Your  first  reaction will
probably be to think the angelic frequencies are the cause of your
problem. The angelic frequencies are shaking you loose from your
old realities.

There are many other teachings out there that have nothing to do
with Raising Frequencies. There are many who will help you lower
your  frequencies  into  the  Alpha  State.  This  is  the  same Hypnotic
technology used in Warfare. We do not recommend it or endorse it
any way. We personally will not allow our ears to come any where
near alpha waves, solfege, or any brain wave technology. It is very
dangerous.

We have found it equally difficult to listen to 99% of the You Tubes
advocating  that  they  are  teaching  some  Divine  Reality  as  they
simultaneously play some of  the worst  Reverse Spin Music in the
background.  When  your  ears  are  in  tune  or  attuned  to  the
Frequencies of the Universal and beyond, you will  no longer allow
your ears to be contaminated by these reverse spin, hypnotic, alpha
waves that are only there to pull you into the hybernization zones of
the illusionary dreams created to trap and control you for the past ten
thousand years.

The Aquafarians who work with us in aligning our frequencies into the
original  crystal  cell  template  have  maintained  their  form  in  our
atmosphere and in the heart of Earth for 500,000 years. This was the
last  time  entities  on  Earth  were  able  to  rise  into  this  form.  This
template requires a complete shift in the atmosphere of the individual
and  a  shift  into  the  morphogenetic  field  held  for  us  by  the
Aquafarians.

This process is  very similar  to  the one used in  creating the other



MP3's and CD's except this time we ask the Elohim of Hearing for the
alignment with the Individual's Higher Selves Frequency Signatures.
The  other  albums  align  our  Elohim  and  Sirian  Families  of
Consciousness  through  specific  star  alignments  that  are  used  for
specific harmonic purposes. These are our Ascension Families and
the main Guardian Families of  the Entire Ascension Process on a
Galactic  and  Universal  Level.  So  those  albums are  for  the  Mass
Ascension, while the Individual albums are for Individual Ascension.
The Individual will feel a very personal relationship with the frequency
signatures.

We  can  feel  the  divine  presence  and  the  magic  of  the  actual
signature coming through in each breath. We are told by our Cosmic
Council  when  a  breath  has  been  retrieved  through  the  Elohim of
Hearing.  It  takes  several  hours  per  day  for  one  or  two  weeks  to
collect the entire family of consciousness for any one individual. The
process requires many hours of focused energy of atonement with
the  Elohim  of  Hearing  who  guides  the  process  of  aligning  the
frequencies through our ears. The process of focused breathing to
make sure the exact consciousness is extracted and purely placed
through the microphone is  exhausting.  The end product  is  a pure
capsule  of  immortality  aligning  the  individual's  Family  of
Consciousness  on  all  Dimensions  into  One  new  Breath  which
contains their individual Full Spectrum of Light and Sound. Each of
the hundreds of threads of consciousness are woven together and
spun through the magical spheres of crystal light, crystal dust and
crystal gel into spheres of magical transformational energy.

The  signatures  are  frequencies.  Frequencies  are  breaths  of
consciousness.  All  of  our  angelic  soul  families  are  streaming their
individual frequencies of consciousness. This is their light signature.
We (Crystalai and aDolphino) can hear each of these specific light
signatures  when  we  oscillate  our  consciousness  up  into  their
frequency  range  and  then  exhale  into  an  extremely  high  quality
microphone. Each of  these streams of  consciousness merges and
unites with an entire family  of  consciousness to create a monadic
family of light. We record all of these streams of consciousness that



come to us through the breaths of the angels. We stream and braid
each of these streams of light energy together to create the exact
same coded frequencies that are transmitted to us through the angels
breaths and the activity of crystal light energy, crystal dust energy and
crystal gel energy.

Namaste,

Crystalai

KEY TO ASCENDING

Dr. Angela Barnett

Please note you are welcome to share this article or any written work 
from this or to post anything from this work in other forums; however, 
please do so with the following guidelines: Include author’s credit, 
Crystalai, copyright 2014 and include the website url. crystal magic 
orchestra.com

Copyright © by Dr. Angela Barnett. All Rights Reserved. Permission is
given to copy and distribute this material freely, provided the content 
is copied in its entirety and unaltered, is distributed freely, and this 
copyright notice and links are included.

 http://crystalmagicorchestra.com

The streams of higher frequencies are pouring in so fast that is 
almost impossible to record them all. The angels have been 
directing us to record the breaths of consciousness from all 
entities who are streaming their breaths together through the 
crystal light energy that is braiding, weaving and streaming a 
higher frequency of consciousness together. Each time there is 
a high energy day, the angels place a golden pillar in my left ear 
and hand me an etheric microphone and then they breath their 
consciousness through my breath. Sometimes five angels 

http://crystalmagicorchestra.com/


appear, sometimes five hundred--depending on what project 
they are working on.

The breath of consciousness is what is causing the entire shift 
of Mother Earth into her Star Essence. We are all turning more 
star like together. How do we speed up this process 
individually? The more we raise frequencies and stay in those 
frequencies the faster we rise into a new dimension.

The Key to Ascending is collecting frequencies through the 
merkaba, aligning into the sun energy, the helium energy, the 
rainbow dust, the star dust, soaking in healing waters of crystal 
temples, singing with the angels, and mermaids in the crystal 
caves, keeping the mind in the etheric fairy tale state and then 
finally walking into the spark of Source in the Crystal Heart, after
putting on the garment of white light--which means absorb all 
frequencies of crystal light, iridescent light, rainbow light, 
golden dust light, star dust until the body is radiating with 
spirituality of light energy.

NOW--and only Now can the body walk through the diamond 
door. When the body walks through the door it must walk into 
the FUTURE SELF. It is this place in Consciousness that we 
must stay to create the Islands of Light.

I'd like to share some questions that will be answered and 
practiced in my workshops on CREATING ISLANDS OF LIGHT, 
PARALLEL REALITIES, and the MUSIC OF THE SPHERES.

I have a couple of questions regarding your process of 
integrating with your light body.
 
1. You said that you've completed integrating with your silica-
carbon based light body. Does this mean you can disassemble 
your body and teleport to anywhere you want?

I wanted to add that the silica based body is the natural result 
of raising the frequencies and continuously bringing in more 



and more light energy that Zorak helps me with and that I get 
from the helium rings spinning into all of the sun's frequencies
to bring out the energy of the neutron through out the body. 
The reason that I know I am living in a body that is mostly silica
based now and will become more and more so is because the 
angels have told me this. There are things happening in this 
hologram that we can't see yet. That doesn't mean they aren't 
happening. The evidence we have of the silica based body is 
this:

aDolpino (JOSEPH) was hit by big truck and ran over by three 
cars. He had every bone and muscle flattened. The doctors 
said it was absolutely impossible for him to be alive. They said 
his brain would never work again. They said he probably 
wouldn't be able to work for eleven years. Joe's body repaired 
itself without any help from the doctors in one month. This 
rapid repair of the entire structure of the body happened 
completely from streaming the highest frequencies through his
body by using the frequency shift music that we recorded. It 
was this frequency shift music that was given to us by the 
angels as they streamed their consciousness through their 
breaths that realigned his body. Each stream of consciousness
that I inhale and breath into the microphone is a strand of their 
consciousness. It is this consciousness that is the sound and 
light of all creation. This sound and light contains a structure 
of creation that remolds into the original form created by 
Source. This sound and light that we resonate with and soak 
into our cellular structure from the crystal cells of mother earth
and the star dust energy of Zorak's star system transforms our 
bodies into a new chemicalization. This chemicalization 
appears as a result of consciousness raising frequencies into 
a higher realm of reality. This is the proof that we are living in a
silica based body.

You see, the doctors entire system is based on the carbon 
based body that doesn't heal at all. The more we shift into the 
silica reality by adding more and more of the spiritual into the 
physical through our consciousness, the faster this reality 
appears. This is why when doctors have played our music in 
their hospitals, every patient in the hospital immediately 



showed great improvements and complete healings took place 
in a week. 

The Frequency Shift music actually shifts the body into a 
parallel reality of a higher frequency. This magical place of the 
higher frequency lifts the mind into great freedom, the world 
just doesn't matter any more, there is a feeling of sweetness 
and kindness, there is no more pain, there is alignment into the
reality that was always here. All we are doing here is removing 
a veil so we can see the reality. We must believe that reality is 
here to see. We must stop thinking we must go somewhere 
else to see it. This transformation will appear on Earth. We will 
create Islands of Light on Earth. We create them by breathing 
when we have completely aligned our frequencies into the 
place where we are completely in the Crystal Cities, the 
Aquafaria under water Cities. When we have absorbed all of the
crystals of all of the colors of the rainbows into our crystal 
cells and our cells sing in harmony with each other, this is 
when we can EXHALE magic into the air we live in. The air has 
already become hydrolaise. The body is already transforming 
into to silica based chemicals. It is only our eyes that don't see 
it yet. We can FEEL it NOW.

 
2. Are you currently conscious of your other multidimensional 
self throughout the cosmic omniverse?

Our multidimensional selves only meet us when we walk into 
our future self after completely absorbing all frequencies from 
all dimensions out to the 24th and becoming sparkling with 
golden star dust. This is when we can melt into the diamond 
door and walk into the starry places. Our teams and families are 
always waiting on the other side. From that point we go on down
into the Aqualene Ocean through the Sun and down into the 
Crystal Caves to resonate with the frequencies of Inner Earth 
and then we are invited to enter the crystal cities. It is 
completely our responsibility to lift our frequencies into theirs. 
Our team taught us that we must completely merge into the 
crystal cities or into what ever place you want to shift into. It 



takes continuous practice and the willingness to spend much 
more time there than here. We must spend so much time in the 
crystal caves with my mermaid family that when I exhale on 
Earth, the reality around me transforms into that frequency. We 
must breath the Islands of Light into our home, into our place we
choose to live.

Our music will help you with clairvoyance if you stay in the 
highest frequencies. The angels wove the tapestry of these 
frequencies to allow those who want to match their resonance to
be able to. It does require long term listening and concentration 
and breathing along with the breaths recorded. The angels are 
actually communicating through the breaths; when we get on 
their wave station through their breaths of consciousness, we 
become clairvoyant. They are already trying their hardest to 
communicate, but they will never lower their frequencies to 
ours--we must raise our frequencies to theirs.
 
3. How do you "travel" to Aquafaria to meet up with your soul 
family down there? By meditation or do you actually travel via 
your Markab into the crystal caves or do you have another 
version of yourself living in the crystal caves and is able to 
integrate with that aspect of your soul whenever you want?

The self that goes to Aquafaria is the future self that shifts 
dimensions by shifting frequencies. Those with fifth dimensional
and higher vision can see this shift. The angels have told me 
many times that I am completely etheric. Joe can see the fifth 
dimension--I can't. I can feel it. I am saturated in the frequency of
light energy. The return to this Earth is too painful for me. I must 
continuously stay above the Earth. I do this by continuously 
absorbing the frequencies that I breathed into the CD's. These 
are the frequencies from the Crystal Caves and from all of the 
dimensions.

When I take a journey of collecting frequencies and swimming 
down into the crystal caves to sing with my mermaid choir, you 
can hear my voice completely shift into the mermaid's 
frequencies. My voice changes into an etheric, sweet breathy 
tone that has perfect pitch. This isn't my third dimensional voice,



this is my fifth dimensional voice.   I am totally unaware of any 
musical rules or keys when the angels and mermaids sing 
through me, I only know that there is always a parallel shift and I
am always in my FUTURE SELF.

MERGING WITH ANTI-PARTICLE BODY
REMOVES DEATH FOREVER

Crystalai

The more we practice Raising and Expanding our 
FREQUENCIES of our bodies and of  our Merkaba, the easier 
and faster we spin out into the Cosmic Consciousness that frees
us completely from the lower frequencies of the third 
dimensional realm.  We learn to  
Spin our Merkabas at the speed of light out into the solar, the 
galactic, the universal and the cosmic spheres. The speed of 
light is Divine Love. Divine Love is the Activity of Divine 
Consciousness that sets us free from all holograms of Mortality.

Those of you who have already been following the teachings of 
the Cosmic Mystery School of the Omniverse will have 
experienced the REALITY OF THE FREQUENCY. 

The more we practice raising frequencies of consciousness into 
the activity of igniting the spark of Source inside each cell in the 
body, the closer we become to Immortality.

Joseph and I have already completed the merge of Oneness of 
our Spiritual and Physical Selves. Our bodies are much more 
etheric now. Pain seems to bounce off. Things in the world just 
seem to evaporate.

This is the First Wave of Ascension. It began the day the Christ 
Child entered our bodies on November 5th and we began our 
rebirth into a brand new body. The new body is transforming as 



a result of our work with FREQUENCIES.  What it means is those
of us responsible for the first wave will transmute and transform 
all that is around us into the HIGHER FREQUENCIES that we live
within now. 

The Ascension is not for us to leave the world of form, as many 
of us had expected. It is now the responsibility of the ascended 
ones to transform their own Islands of Light and lead others into
their own Rainbows of Frequencies where they will also merge 
with their Spiritual Half and Spiritual Teams.

The reformation  of our body and Mother Earth's Body is done 
from the inside out. 
The crystal cell structure of our temples is becoming more and 
more etheric as 
the carbon energies of the physical form are transforming into 
crysalli based 
properties.

The entire elemental chart of 144 elements of structure are being
replaced and 
transformed as each dense form changes into thousands of new
silica based 
forms of etheric energy.

All of crust that has been covering our cells and glands are 
dissolving now. The miasms that were planted inside of our cells
are now being totally ignited into the spark of Source where we 
glow from the inside out into the Immortal Body that we are. This
is happening to those who choose to REMEMBER who they 
really are.

This is the first step. To truly desire to remember who we really 
are. We are the 
spark, the light, the sound, the foundation of the Divine Mind. As
we reconnect 
our minds into oneness with this divine belief system, the third 
eye, the rishi eye, 
the eye of Divine Mind opens into its full connection and 



alignment with the eye 
of the spiritual self that contains all that is in Divine Mother.

We are gods and we can also change things in a moment as 
well. It does not matter 
about the past or how long something has been going on. We 
have the power to 
make radical change in our lives this very moment.

By doing so, you will start to see, know and experience the 
immortal god that you are.

Your eyes can only see energy in the physical light system. The 
colors we see are only an infintestimal fraction of the energy in the 
sound and light spectrum that actually exists. The same is true with 
sound and smell. We have only been experiencing a small aspect of 
the hertzian level frequency which is the lowest frequency of the full 
spectrum of light which includes hertzian, infra red, visible light, 
invisible light, x-ray, gamma ray, plasma and pink white light.

When someone asks what color to you like or what color do you 
attune to, they are just informing you that they are only talking about 
the third dimension.

When I talk about the Blue Flame and Violet Flame, I am talking 
about light energy from the full spectrum of light that has come into 
my fifth dimensional multidmensional reality perception. I can see 
infra red, which is what the digital camera can also see.

When we tune into the ultra violet blue light we have gone through 
the tunnel into the white light, into the God Room. This is where we 
go when we die. If we go to this white light full spectrum now, walk in, 
turn around and walk back out-- we see the blue hue. That hue only 
exists at the moment of re-birth.

We can practice that rebirth over and over again now so that when 
the time of death comes--or doesn't come, we know what to do. We 
know that we just walk into the light, turn around go through a flash of
blue and return. 



The more we practice this, the more we get in tune with our Soul 
staying with us. If the Soul stays with you at the time of death, then 
your body just vapourizes and your body turns into your light body or 
the crystal body.

Now, we exist in this narrow band of perception where we think only 
five senses exist and only what can be measured in this low context 
three dimensional reality field is real. There are seven more senses 
that we were disconnected from. We must learn to tune in to those 
seven senses of the super mind. The seven senses are knowing, 
being, realizing freedom, being tuned in to the electro tonal 
frequencies of the Universal Neuro Net where we are allowed to 
know everything and have everything.

Now we are in a place where something as simple as thinking clearly 
is impossible because everything is changing every nano second. We
are in a state of flux. We are connecting our tiny little five sense 
knowing into the seven senses of the All Knowing All Seeing, All 
Acting, All Wise Mind of God- or the Mind of the Cosmos. We can 
know everything that everyone else in the cosmos knows.

I found the movie COOL IDEA very inspirational. Actually a movie 
about someone who talks like I do.

Crystalai

TUNE IN TO THE FREQUENCIES OF OUR NEW REALITY

Crystalai

I would like to share this question that I received from a member. The 
reason that I want to share it, is I am assuming that many of you are 
actually followers of Solfege, and you just assume that my music is 
also Solfege--which it certainly IS NOT.
The Solfege technology is based on Hertzian Frequencies. The 
reason it is based on Hertzian Frequencies is because that is the 
highest level of audible hearing known in the 3D real of the five 
senses.
The teachings on this website are for 5D people who are not using 



their 5 senses, but are now removing the duality between physical 
and spiritual, five senses and the other seven senses of KNOWING in
the Super Consciousness of the Mind of God.
It would be very valuable to you all to realize that I cannot just keep 
posting old news over and over again on my newsletters for new 
members because there are old members that will have to read this 
news again also.
That is why  I have provided hundreds of BOOKS and pdfs and E 
Books that I have written to answer all of your questions.

This information is in the Master's Group room, and it can be 
purchased by others.

My music has nothing to do with that hertzian frequency. That is the 
hertzian frequency that is used to tune instruments and to get the 
orchestra in tune with each other.

My inhale my frequencies from the Elohim of Hearing in Gaia. That 
means my frequencies are coming from far beyond the realm of the 
hertzian wave.

We can move so far beyond the hertzian wave that we rise into a new
standing wave pattern that contains no gravity. That is how we learn 
to levitate and begin the process of learning to orb into other 
harmonic universes.

This science that I am using to create the music is not found in any 
science books on Earth. It was found in the Science book of Jesus 
Christ 12 in 24 B.C. The Science that was taught was about the 
Spiritual Man who has a Fifth Dimensional Crystal Body. The Crystal 
Body would be what a 3d scientist would call the DNA which contains 
the gene programming of a persons body.

However, Christ's Science was about an entirely different body. That 
body had Errors placed in it by Fallen Angelics. Those Errors broke 
apart the 12 subharmonic base tones and overtones within each of 
the two strands in the double helix.
There was a crystal seal that monitored the activation of the DNA 
Strands in this Crystal Body.



The genetics of this Crystal Body containing the correct 12 strand 
harmonics of base tones and overtones is created from harpstrings 
that play music. When the music of the electro tonal frequencies are 
in harmony, the Crystal Body continues in its perfect Eternal Life 
Formula.

While the genetic plan of the 3D scientist is studying DNA with a 
double helix that they use to tell the color of eyes, the body height 
and weight, and all things that are tangible to the third dimensional 
senses-- the five senses; it is the Crystal Body DNA that contains the 
genetic programming of a body that remains 33 forever, continuously 
learns and explores the universe and all galactical families within it. 
The Fifth Level Being with the Crystal Body has Eternal Life.

It is this Crystal Body that is being brought back to life by the music 
that I create. When the music of the spheres is used in the way that 
Jesus Christ 12 used it, we align all that is tune with the physical 
strings into all that is in resonance with the spiritual strings of the 
harpstrings of the mind.

Those harpstrings were put out of tune when the fallen angeic races 
placed errors that created strings that played out of tune and in 
continuous disharmony with each other.

When the Crystal Seals are reactivated, they actual activate the DNA 
as they melt away. As they are melting away, they allow a release of 
etheric crystalline substance that crystalizes the blood into a new 
chemical.

You aren't going to find any of these facts in your science books. So, 
why do we continue with an education that leads to certain death 
when we could be studying the Christ Science of Eternal Life?

The 12D Science is based on 24 harpstrings playing in perfect 
harmony. It is based on Frequency Signatures from all five harmonic 
universes including the universal and cosmic. It is based on the 
etheric base tones and overtones and resonances at an etheric level.

That Crystal Body is coming back to life. The Crystal Body is the Fifth
Level Body that must be activated by the Sixth Level Merkaba. The 



Crystal Body encompasses 12 levels of multidimensional frequencies
and light codes. These perfect frequencies that are woven through 
the light of sound can be used to heal and reactivate the Crystal Body
of Eternal Life. That is what is being done in the Crystal Magic 
Orchestra Experimental Lab.

This week we explored the resonances and sounds used to create 
the harmonic wave patterns that would lift us into the anti gravity 
wave pattern. We began creating the LEVITATION album that 
captured the frequencies of this anti gravity wave pattern.

During the creation of this album, we realized that the art of levitation 
needs to begin at a more etheric essence of ecstacy. This ecstacy of 
a transcending consciousness allows one to RISE ABOVE what is in 
the Five Senses out into a Realm of Knowingness. As we rise higher 
and higher into this realm we find the ZERO POINT of alignment in 
the Source Field where we touch on the ALLNESS of God.

When we touch Zero Point we end up in the place called BLISS. We 
enter a state where we no longer care about anything going on in the 
world of the five senses. We stop worrying or caring about the world 
because we have become so in tune with the Infinity of Source, and 
we find ourselves so much inside the BLUE SPHERE, that nothing 
outside of it matters any longer.

This is the state of Ecstacy, Joy, Freedom and Bliss that is needed for
the Seventh Step of Manifestation to Occur. It is the state of Joy and 
Ecstacy of knowing that we have already won. When we enter that 
state where we feel that we have all that is within the Sphere, we 
know that we have won. It is the state of Gratitude of knowing that we
have already won that gives us that Ecstacy of being in Zero Point.

This would had all just been words to me six years ago; but, every 
day I have been given one more piece of the puzzle that helps me 
realize that I'm already in the Blue Sphere. That Zero Point Place 
where we touch on the fringes of the VOID of Source and the HUE of 
BLUE appears. At that moment, reality changes. We begin living in 
those other seven senses of knowing all that is to be known, and we 
no longer care about the five senses of a limited reality that cuts us 
off from instant manifestation of anything we can imagine.



The  album ECSTAZEE takes the listener on a journey into that Bliss 
and Freedom of the Anti Gravity that allows our body to Shimmer as it
translates into the Crystal Body that allows us to Orb to any Galaxy 
we choose.

 The Dolphin DNA album contains the fifth dimensional frequencies of
the Dolphins and eighth dimensional frequencies of the Whales who 
are here for the purpose of activating our DNA. They are as important
as the SIX AVATAR CHILDREN.

COSMIC SYMPHONY of EVOLUTION

HIGHEST FREQUENCY

2010-2016 was the window of time created for us to remove all 
negativity from our lives (our cellular memory template) to prepare the
way for a new reality to be programmed within us. The plan has 
always been to have enough of our negativity burned out of us 
through the modulation of the Sun's Frequencies transmutting the old
karma that has been locked within us through the seals, miasms and 
other errors that were placed in our programming.

The fve year plan was to prepare our consciousness for this time 
between 2017-2032, when the MASSES would finally believe that 
Extraterrestrials are real and they are with us now, because Earth will
become the Hub of the Universe where all Inter Dimensional 
Meetings and Education will take place. We will become a station of 
many space ships to visit our Planet and we will be invited on to their 
space ships to visit their planets. Remember, when we enter the new 
reality, everything takes place in Consciousness where there is no 
time or space.



It is now the time that we must fine tune the high frequency 
vibrations. This is what I have done with the Over the Rainbow and 
Emeral City Albums. There will be more and more of these albums 
with the FINE TUNING that is now needed in our ascension process. 
Now, more than ever, as you upgrade your frequency, the 
SLIGHTEST DEVIATION, or the slightest thing that is not in 
alignment with the HIGHEST FREQUENCY will cause the entire 
mechanism to grind to a hault. You are becoming so highly refined 
that you can not now continue to go back and forth from the highest 
frequencies back to the slightest deviation of that frequency. Even the
smallest misalignment of one particle will cause the entire thing to 
come crashing down. Each time you deviate from the FAST PATH, 
you will have to start over. You will get faster at starting over. You now
have these tools to place on your ears, tune in to the frequencies and
get back on the path again.

I was trained by the Elohim of Hearing to bring the HIGHEST 
FREQUENCY to Earth through this music. The more you stay in Tune
with this Frequency, the faster you will obtain the Freedom of 
Ascension beyond the Five Senses into the Immortal Knowing of All. 
But, each time a NEGATIVE Idea enters in and lowers the frequency, 
the entire mechanism stops. We must maintain this Frequency 
Constantly in order to remain in the Mind of God continuously.

It is virtually impossible to remain in the Highest Frequency at all 
times without keeping this music on your ears at all times. The new 
album, OVER THE RAINBOW will keep you in that frequency. The 
Portal to the New REality and the REturn to the Divine State will 
explain to you how this process takes place and will provide you with 
the meditations and journies that you need.

The  NEw Sets of OVER THE RAIN BOW, Portal to New REality and 
Return to the Divine State are the newest and latest versions of what 
began as the Complete Ascension Kit seven years ago.

The preparation for this time was done by the raising of frequencies 



by raising the accretion level of matter or what would be seen in 
science as removing polarity or duality of the matter and ante matter, 
the physical and the spiritual. The physical is simply what we have 
bee programmed to believe through the five senses. The spiritual is 
that which has not yet been seen by the give senses. Now is the time 
when we must learn to know and believe that what we have not yet 
seen, touched, felt, heard or smelled is just as real as that which we 
have experienced with the five senses. Now is the time when the 
FULL SPECTRUM of Light and Sound is being revealed to us.

THE BIG QUESTION IS THIS? How many of you actually CARE?

Do you really care enough about the greatest gift that has ever been 
bestowed upon you, and the human race in the past million eons? Do
you really care?

It doesn't appear to me that very many of you care at all. The way you
care is by getting involved in the process. The way you get involved 
in the process is by raising your frequencies beyond your old 3D 
hearing and seeing and allow your senses to expand into the 5D Full 
spectrum of light and sound.

I have given you the opportunity to experience this reality simply by 
listening to the frequency music that I prepare. There are over four 
hundred members on my website who claim they are here because 
they want to learn. However, only 2-5% of those members ever 
purchase music or teachings that will allow them to experience this 
grandest of times.

There are still masses of the young SEEKERS for a new reality 
reading every blog they can get their eyes on; however, there are 
only the CHOSEN FEW who have learned how to DISCERN. Most of 
them are just reading the same old news that has been rewritten over
and over again for the past twenty years, and thinking it is new just 
because they have never seen it before.



What you will find on this webiste IS, IN FACT BRAND NEW. The 
other news you are hearing is very very old.

The Frequencies on the latest album OVER THE RAINBOW are the 
NEWEST FREQUENCIES that exists in the UNIVERSE. Those who 
are TUNING in to the NEW REALITY will be desiring to TUNE IN to 
the NEWEST FREQUENCIES. Those who are true Indigos and 
Crystal Children are having their codes awakened which is turning 
them on to wanting to know who they are. This is the wake up call for 
many young people. They will need help in discernment.

I have been reading the non sense in the New Age Movement for 
many years, and I have never seen them reveal any new reality about
anything. What I see are con artists who know how to re write the 
same news over and over again, never saying anything new to an 
audience who truly believes that they are saying something new in 
each message. It is very disturbing to me that so many will continue 
to choose old warn out stories about a time that has already come 
and gone, when there is this brand new reality moving us beyond 
time and space right in front of our eyes.

The OVER THE RAINBOW album contains a verbal detailed 
explanation of what is happening at this time and the frequencies 
follow that contain the information as frequencies.

The news is available. I created it for you.

If you don't want the truth, you really shouldn't be at my website. I will 
be making a very dramatic shift between paid members and non paid 
members in the near future. Paid members are now receiving mp3's 
of my teachings on my webinars. I am creating webinars that will 
answer the questions directly for paid members only.

A brand new world is unfolding in front of you. It is your responsibility 
to learn how to see and hear this reality. There are several groups on 
earth who have been providing tools that will help raise frequencies 
and tune in to the voices of your Soul Family, Higher Self and Guides 



of your Ascension. The Holographic Frequency music I create is a 
proven tool that does prepare you for this new reality.


